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Towns may vote down SCI deal 
Mayor mulls high-risk 
tactic to stop Mercer 
By JEFF NAGEL 
NORTHWEST towns may try to vote 
down the deal to sell Skeena Cellulose 
to Mercer if they aren't happy with it, 
Terrace mayor Jack Talstra says. 
He said he wants to invite the three 
bidders - Mercer, NWBC Timber and 
Pulp Ltd., and Forest Capital Resources 
- to come to Terrace later this month 
and lay out their plans. 
Talstra said council, with the aid of 
its forestry panel, could then make a de- 
cision on which one to support. 
If Mercer wasn't chosen, he said, the 
Casino 
city could then work with other north- 
west towns and vote against he sale at 
a restructuring meeting. 
The deal would need to getthe sup- 
port of all categories of creditors, or else 
SCI might be pushed into bankruptcy. 
Talstra conceded Mercer's secrecy to 
date might mean it would not show up. 
"We'll see who comes," he said, 
adding that in itself would be a factor in 
the decision. "It will tell us at least that 
some groups are more sensitive to the 
needs of the communities than others." 
He said Prince Rupert and Port Ed- 
ward would be greatly concerned about 
the bidders' plans to pay property taxes. 
But he said Terrace, which is owed 
less, would focus more on pledges to pay 
unpaid contractors and the ability to run 
a viable operation for the long term. 
Talstra said the municipal ability to 
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[] Cabinet to approve Mer- 
cer deal next week, A2. 
veto the SCI sale would likely depend 
on unity among the towns. And even 
then, he said, it appears Victoria may be 
moving to try to thwart such an option. 
Court affidavits filed by government 
lawyers last week indicate they will seek 
to create three classes of creditors. 
The first is secured creditors, covering 
the provincial government and TD bank. 
The second would be unsecured credi- 
tors, including businesses and contractors 
owed money and terminated workers 
owed severance. 
The third class would pair towns owed 
property taxes and "Crown eredftors." 
Talstra said he's concerned other 
money owed by Skeena to government 
ministries -such as the unpaid stumpage 
SCI owes - might be used by Victoria to 
outvote the towns and ensure the deal 
Continued Pg. A12 
debate 
returns 
A new $8m proposal 
may tempt .council 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A PROPOSAL for an $8 million destina- 
tion casino and convention centre down- 
town has plunged Terrace back into de- 
bate on whether to support expanded 
gambling. 
Terrace Inn owner John Georgilas has 
asked city council to back his proposal 
to build a more than 35,000 square foot 
expansion to the hotel for a convention 
centre and casino. 
The plan could put up to 300 slot ma- 
chines and 20 gaming tables in Terrace, 
and is sure to reignite local concerns 
about he social costs of gambling. 
~)~:i~. I Georgilas faces an up- 
/:i i i i  ~'i hill political battle. 
:~i; ...,'~.~oi:,/:i~:i In 1997, the last time 
1 . : ~ ' ~ " " ~ city council consid- 
:. ~(~-,~; "~?' ered allowing a casino 
- L : " , . .~ . ;C~i  
i ~l)~~ili!'~";~ ~': '~ ; :~" againsthere' itth VOtedidea. 5-2 
.... , ~, "7 . '~7 j  ~ ~, (. 
. . . .  ,~ :~" -~, '~" . ' " , "  And since then the 
,:~i~i .... ~i~:~!'~ B.C. Liberals have 
taken power and 
Georg i las  vowed there will be 
no further casinos ap- 
proved other than ones in advanced nego- 
tiations from the previous NDP-Ied pro- 
tess .  
But Georgilas, who was one of two 
proponents to build a charity casino here 
four years ago, says his new proposal is 
entirely different - in concept, timing and 
in its value to Terrace. 
"The benefits are going to be tremen- 
dous for the city," Georgilas ays. 
The biggest one is the cut of gambling 
profits the city would receive. 
Continued Pg. A5 
Jack Talstra 
Massive 
gov't cuts 
set to hit 
By ROD LINK 
PROVINCIAL EMPLOYEES here are 
soon to hear details of how they'll be af- 
fected by the government's overall plan 
to cut thousands of jobs over the next 
three years. : ~, ~ , 
, Meetings between, managers and era, 
ployees could be taking l~lace ag'eal:iyi~a.~ I 
tomorrow at worksites thr0ughoui Te~e I 
and the northwest. ' : . '  ' 
With the government,s plan to cut up. 
to 30 pe r cent of its workforce, asmany 
as 450 positions in the northwest could. 
disappear. : 
Given the an average salary and bene- 
fit package of $55,000 per person, the. 
loss to the regional economy could'be in: 
the order of $24 million, estimate offi- 
cials of the B.C. Government Employees" 
Union. 
Some jobs iwill be cut by eliminaiing 
vacant positions, by buy-outs and by early 
retirements but as many as 4,80.0 people 
could be affected province wide, govern- 
ment officials estimate. 
Workers will get the news in imeetings. 
with their managers in what has become I 
a massive operation to let themknow' 
what is going on, says the person in' 
charge of personnel for the provincial' 
government. 
"As far as specificity, in some cases 
individuals may know right away because 
they may be the only person doing that 
funetio~ in a Particular office but more 
than likely it may.take weeks to be dete/'- 
mined as the government, announces its 
intentions of changes at a later time," 
said Vince Collins, a deputy minister who 
is in charge of the Public Service Em'  
ployee Relations Commission. ~ 
Once the number of job'cuts for each. 
ministry are announced and people know ' 
how they'll be affected, union c0ntra'ci~ 
will start a complex series of manoeuvres 
based on seniority and bumpifig rights. 
. .  ' Continued PO. A l l  
Science fair, concert newest Mammography on 
track despite delay casualties of teacher d,spute  PLANS TO or er a new mammography unit for 
Mills Memorial Hospital are still in the works, al- 
though there is a delay caused when the new . . . . . . .  
Northern Health Authority was formed in late De- 
cember. 
Cholly Boland, now responsible for health care 
in Kitimat, Terrace, Dense Lake and Stewart, said 
the final monetary approvals from the provincial 
government• have been received. 
"And we should be getting the final sign off 
from the authority very soon," said Boland last 
week of the new Northern Health Authority. 
"There's absolutely no question this is going 
ahead." 
He said a supplier has already been identified 
and that a price has been set for the new portable 
unit that can serve remote communities, 
The hospital,s aging mammography unit was or- 
dered shut down late last fall after it was found to  
be too old to be reliable. Women needing screen-. 
ing for breast cancer have gone to other hospitals, 
Approval for a new unit was also temporarily 
held up last fall because of a spending freeze2 ! i 
• By JENNIFER LANG 
A FRESH escalation of the tea- 
ehers job action now affects 
everything from homework clubs 
and sports teams to school con- 
certs and dances - even the up- 
coming Terrace Science Festival. 
. Students returning to school 
after the holidays began to feel 
the impacts immediately as tea- 
chers province-wide Withdrew 
from extracurricular duties as 
planned Jan, 7. 
"What kids do during instruc- 
tional time is fair enough," Ter- 
The long,standing celebration 
of science normally attracts hun- 
dreds of local students; who ga- 
ther with teachers and parents to 
view displays, perform experi- 
ments, compete in  contests, and 
take part in science activities. 
Unless the job action is called 
off and a negotiated contract is 
reached, the annual science festi- 
val won't take place, Rowe con- 
firmed. "It will be affected by this 
job action,"he said. 
Early last week, the Terrace 
Community Band cancelled its 
withdrew from the 
planned joint perfor- 
mance because of the 
job action. 
Since the c°mmun" 
i ty band hadn't pre- 
pared en0ugh material 
for a concert on  its 
own, it was forced to 
cancel the joint con- 
cert, at least for now. 
"We will do some- 
thing With Cal in the 
future," Lomas said, 
adding working with 
race DistrictTeachers~ Union pre, upcoming concert with Caledonia hig h school bands is part of the 
sident Frank R0~/e said. "But the: Senior Secondary school band community ' band's focus on 
science festival itakes place after : students as guests . . . . .  i , promoting music in Terrace. 
hoursloii!~tfie w eken~ds and it i s  i~ Community: bandspokesperson : )'W,e were ali look!ng forward 
: mn by tea chers.'i . • carol L?mas said the high school t ° it, Lomiis sa id .  We re out 
there to supportthe 
students." 
As of last Wednes- 
day, all TDTU mem- 
bers had stopped par- 
ticipating in a range 
of after school actiy!- 
ties. 
The decision came 
several weeks after 
the Labour Relations 
Board ruling that tea- 
chers may cease 
F rank  Rowe extracurricular ctivi- 
ties, even though 
education falls under essential 
services legislation, ; , 
"Teachers,: ate:only,, involved 
with their students during .the ~ i i i 
Continued Pg. A2, ~ 
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Mercer has lock on SCI talks 
Gov't to okay ~:;is~:k~o ~ ob:nrktuSr:fc%rl ' . '  • 
sa le  next week ditor protection. :'~'~¢d~g~r ::l,at~,a:~c!u~d~els ii!;diP~2i!ablt~:Sthde~iod!i ; t '  ~::¢dwsCai~a:;gil!:!nvgcnt°thre 
By JEFF NAGEL "I 'm not a lawyer but utivcs, had refined and re- "It was determined that government changes its 
FINAL APPROVAL of a 
deal to sell Skeena Cellu- 
• lose to Mercer Internation- 
al is expected to come 
next week. 
Documents filed in 
court indicate the deal will 
come before treasury board 
Jan. 22 and it is slated to 
be before cabinet Jan. 23. 
Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris sits on treasury 
? board, which meets behind 
;closed doors, and will be 
'. in position to argue for or 
against he deal. 
Details of the planned 
sale so far remain shrou- 
ded in secrecy. 
Harris said he was 
"unhappy" about a govern- 
ment decision last week to 
once again give Mercer 
exclusive negotiations, 
barring rival bidders such 
as NWBC Timber and 
Pulp Ltd. 
Harris had opposed 
NWBC's request o get a 
90-day exclusive period to 
raise money in financial 
markets. 
He said he still believes 
keeping the talks open to 
all bidders is the best way 
to conclude a sale. 
He said he was told ex- 
clusivity for Mercer was 
needed to demonstrate 
:progress to the court and 
i, 
!From front 
' Teachers '  
action hits 
music more 
than sports 
normal hours of instruc- 
tion," Rowe said. 
Phase one of the job 
, action began Nov. 8. Since 
then, teachers have stop- 
ped a range of non-teach- 
ing duties, including stu- 
dent supervision. 
That's being done by 
school principals and dis- 
trict administrators. 
With the launch of 
phase two, teachers who 
. sponsor or coach sports 
teams have pulled out. 
But a number of local 
school athletic teams 
aren't affected by the job 
action because they are 
coached by people who 
aren't teachers. 
That's created a per- 
ception that there's an un- 
even playing field when it 
comes to non-athletic 
clubs and activities in Ter- 
race schools, Rowe said. 
"The perception is that 
the sports teams are more 
important han the other 
activities that the other 
teachers and students are 
involved in," Rowe said. 
"It just happened that way, 
because there were al- 
ready community coaches 
with teacher sponsors for 
the sports teams." 
After school music acti- 
vities are being affected, 
too. 
; By withdrawing extra- 
' curricular duties, teachers 
!hope to resolve the on- 
i go!n.g impasse at the bar- 
. gaming table. 
Employers rejected the 
teacher's latest wage offer, 
a.22 per cent wage in- 
crease over three years. 
The bargaining unit re- 
presenting school districts, 
the B.C. Public Schools 
Employers' Association 
(BCPSEA), wants to pay 
teachers a seven per cent 
increase over three years. 
The TDTU is holding 
firm against contract de- 
mands that would enable 
school districts to increase 
class size restrictions, and 
remove support for special 
needs students. 
Last week,  the 
BCPSEA rejected the B.C, 
Teachers' Federation's 
proposal to have a medi- 
ator come up with non- 
binding recommendations 
on a number of relatively 
minor issues. 
Rowe said teachers 
may not go back to extra- 
cnrricular duties if the, 
government legislates a 
contract imposing its will 
on them. 
I'm not entirely convinced 
it was needed at this 
time," Harris said. 
Harris said it was too 
early to say whether he 
will oppose the sale to 
Mercer, because he hasn't 
yet seen the details. 
"1 don't have any inside 
information," he said. 
The judge dismissed the 
effort last Tuesday by the 
'I'D to push SCI into bank- 
ruptcy after the province, 
pulp workers and reps for 
northwest owns opposed 
the application. 
Mercer now has until 
Feb. 15 - the current dead- 
line for a final Sale - to 
negotiate with the govern- 
ment without Victoria con- 
sidering other bids. 
submitted its bid for Skee- 
na since Mcrcer's previous 
arrangement of exclusivity 
ended Dec. 15. 
I t  says it would raise 
$150 million to invest in 
SCI in a business plan it 
says is far superior to Mer- 
cer's, NWBC says it would 
keep all the operations to- 
continuing with Mercer 
was the best option," she 
said. "So the exclusivity 
agreement was entered 
back into." 
NWBC president Da- 
niel Veniez said the move 
defies common sense. 
"I can't believe for a 
second that members of 
gether, while: Mercer is the government, who have 
expected to sell of the 
sawmills and woodlands 
operations, 
Some northwest owns 
and numerous residents in 
the region had rallied be- 
hind NWBC's bidl 
Government rep Lucy 
Stephenson said the deci- 
sion to give Mercer exclu- 
sivity again is in line with 
earlier decisions that Mer- 
been saying that B.C. is 
now open for business, 
would sanction such an ut- 
terly irresponsible, unpro- 
fessional process," Veniez 
said. "The people that are 
going to pay the price are 
going to be the people of 
the northwest." 
Still, Venicz said 
NWBC is making prepara- 
tions in the event he ie r -  
mind," he said. 
"We still hope that this 
will be given thoughtful 
consideration at treasury 
board and cabinet and that 
they will come to the con- 
clusion like we have that 
Mercer is not the right 
company to be entrusted 
with the future of the 
northwest." 
Prince Rupert mayor 
Don Scott had actively 
campaigned in support of 
NWBC, but Terrace coun- 
cillor David Hull says 
council here has been 
more cautious. 
'He  says it seems ob- 
vious Mercer will buy SCI 
and it would be foolish of 
the city to badmouth them 
now.  
I 
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Few charges 
a year after 
drug raid 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ONE YEAR after police conducted what they 
called a "high risk" drug raid on three homes 
in Thornhill and arrested nine people, only two 
have been charged. 
And it's not known when or if the remaining 
seven people will be charged. 
On the morning of Jan. 12, 2001 23 police 
officers executed simultaneous search warrants 
at two homes in the 3800 block of Pine Ave. 
and a third residence on the 3500 block of 
King St. 
Police said they seized an undisclosed 
amount of cocaine, marijuana, firearms and 
stolen property. 
They also discovered a hydroponic marijua- 
na grow operation in the basement of one of 
the homes, police said. 
Ellen Joanne New and Joseph Gordon Kee- 
let were charged Feb. 23, 2001 with one count 
of possessing marijuana for the purposes of 
trafficking, one count of possessing cocaine for 
the purposes of trafficking and unlawfully pro- 
ducing marijuana. 
They are due to appear in court again Feb. 
7 for a continuation of a preliminary inquiry. 
They are the two people facing charges o 
far, but police said further charges are pending 
against he remaining seven people arrested. 
"Police and Crown are still reviewing the 
case," said Cnst. Troy Beauregard of the Ter- 
race RCMP drug unit last week. 
He did not say when he expects the remain- 
ing people might be charged. 
Federal drug prosecutor Jack Talstra said he 
CONSTABLE Trent Johnson holds some of the marijuana plants seized during a drug 
raid that saw 23 officer swoop down on three Thornhill homes last January. Nine 
people were arrested and two are currently facing charges. FILE PHOTO. 
does not know if or when those remaining 
people might be charged. 
"I have about 100 live files," Talstra ex- 
plained. 
He was unable to determine which of those 
cases may involve the remaining seven people 
arrested in the raid. 
Names of those people cannot be released 
until charges are sworn and they appear in 
court for a first appearance. 
Without those names Talstra said he is un-, 
able to say where the investigation sits. 
The operation saw 23 officers take part in- 
cluding three from the Emergency Response 
Team (ERT). 
The ERT officers were involved because of 
the suspected presence of firearms in the 
"Police and Crown are still 
reviewing the case." 
homes, police said at the time. 
The operation was the result of a three-year 
investigation, RCMP Cnst. Trent Johnson said 
at the time of the raid. 
SCi terminates more than 250 
whatever we have to do." 
Carnaby has been closed down for about a 
year and workers and the community feel 
they've been abandoned uring sale negotia- 
tions, Coles said. 
"If they think they're going to log the Skee- 
na lands and keep that sawmill down and ex- 
port those logs out of the area, quite frankly 
they're going to have a dustup with us." 
Deeming the mill to be permanently closed 
is believed tobe  a way of eliminating the 
workers without paying severance. Making the 
move while SCI is under creditor protection 
means any workers who claim for severance 
would be treated as unsecured creditors and 
will likely get nothing. 
"They're doing the dirty work for Mercer," 
said pulp union president Frank de Bartolo. 
"It's really low." 
• But Coles said the exact:outcome is still 
unclear. He said the union isn't convinced that 
'the mill "wil'l"i~evet: iuhl agala. 
In case Mercer does run Carnaby, he said, 
employees are being advised not to sever 
.............. i . . ; : ' "~: . : : . : : " :  "- 'v. :=:'=': : . ; .  
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themselves so as to retain their rights of recall 
under their collective agreement. 
There is no direct appurtenancy clause 
tying forest licences in the area to Carnaby, he 
said, but the union and the community are ef- 
fectively declaring their own. 
Coles said Carnaby remains viable and can 
make good profits under proper management. 
A government spokesman confirmed the 
"permanent closure" designation only applies 
for the expected few remaining weeks of pro- 
vineial ownership, and that Mercer would be 
free to make its own decisions on the opera- 
tions once it takes control. 
Also "permanently closed" is the B mill at 
Skeena's Prince Rupert pulp mill, where an- 
other 131 unionized workers were terminated. 
And a further 32 salaried workers, including 
management and other employees, were also 
terminated. 
They. include Dan Tuomi, SCI's vice-oresi- 
.dent of woodlands and a long-serVing Smi, 
thers-based employee, plus several salaried 
staff at the Terrace sawmill. 
Carnaby workers vow to 
blockade timber exports 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WORKERS terminated at Skeena Cellulose's 
Carnaby sawmill are vowing to bar logs from 
being shipped out for processing elsewhere. 
The company declared Carnaby 
"permanently closed" and terminated 103 em- 
ployees there last week as part of broader fir- 
ings across the company. 
If Mercer International buys Skeena as ex- 
pected and tries to log timber near the Hazel- 
tons and export it or ship it to other SCI mills, 
. locals will resist, says a union official. 
"I am quite confident hat the community 
will do everything in its power to stop logging 
and logs coming off the Skeena tree farm li- 
eences as long as that mi.!!,s not running,,' said 
Dave C91es, regional,vice-president for the 
Communications, En'ergy and "Paperworkers 
(CEP) union. " . . . . . .  
"The logs are;?t going to leave that valley 
if the sawmill doesn't run," he said. "We'll do 
Want  A 
Photo?  
.Did you see a photo in the 
you want a copy of?. The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our Office locate 
at 3210 Clinton Street and i~ 
the photo of your choice ar 
4"x6" 5"x7" Others 
Phonl 
Price includes prinling fee from Northern 
pumhasing fee from the Terrace Stan 
All photographs are copyrighled to the Terra 
(Note: 90% of photos taken are digltalphotos 
d high qualify jpeg. Black and white prints 
01so available kom black and white negatives.) 
northern phot  
"Your Headquarters For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Imaging Servia 
4"4736 Lakelse Avenue 
Smile and Whitening 
: J By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
" 4/)23 Lokelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: ' 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We Welcome All New Patients 
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News In Brie 
It's a brand new Day 
for Alliance race 
TO NO surprise, Stockwell Day announced last 
week he's running for the leadership of the Cana- 
dian Alliance party. 
Day had resigned in December, opening the way 
f'~r a leadership race to be decided by a mail-in 
ballot this March. 
Day resigned under heavy criticism for his per- 
formance since being elected to the leadership last 
year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
That criticism resulted in MPs leaving the party 
to form a coalition with Progressive Conservative 
MPs, falling party membership and mounting debt. 
Also running for the leadership are current Al- 
liance MPs Diane Ablonczy and Grant Hill and a 
former Reform MP, Stephen Harper. 
Party members will be mailed ballots next 
month. They'll fill them in and return them for a 
counting in early March. 
Day was first elected to the leadership of the Al- 
liance in 2000 when he defeated former Reform 
party leader Preston Manning. 
Job still unfilled 
THE PROVINCIAL government says it does have 
plans to fill the government agent's position here 
which has been vacant since Randy Trombley left 
last spring. 
"It hasn't been officially posted, but steps have 
been taken to fill it," an official of the community 
services ministry said last week. 
Tom Miller said Trombley's departure had not 
affected the office operations which were put under 
the guidance of the government agent from Prince 
Rupert. 
Although Trombley, a veteran of the govern- 
ment agent's ervice in B.C., left his post in the 
spring, he remained on the government rolls until 
November. 
Pension payments rise 
but Old Age ones don't 
PEOPLE COLLECTING on the Canada Pension 
Plan saw their cheques rise by three per cent as of 
Jan. 1, 2002. 
The increase is based on the rise in the cost of 
living and is adjusted every January. 
The'new maximum benefit for a person age 65 is 
now $788.75 and the average benefit is about $427. 
The maximum disability pension is $956.05 and 
the average is about $700. Also increased is the 
death benefit - to $2,500 from $2,189182. 
Old Age Security payments on the other hand 
aren't going up. These benefits are adjusted as 
need be every quarter according to the federal con- 
sumer price index and since this index declined 
last October, the rates are staying the same. 
The basic:;Old Age SecUrit3/;pe'n~idtt r~alns at .... 
$442.66. Algostaying the 'glim'¢:'i~::ihe guai- d '  
income supplement wMch, for a stogie l~er~' is 
$526.08. 
, ', L 
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About teachers 
IF GROCERY store clerks decided they would 
perform only certain duties, their employer would 
be justified in cutting their pay. Same with auto 
mechanics or loggers. 
But when the Bulkley Valley school board did 
just that late last year- cutting teachers' wages by 
five per cent - it faced heavy criticism and backed 
down. 
The issue was the refusal by Bulkley Valley 
teachers, as was the case elsewhere in B.C., to 
perform certain administrative duties. It was the 
first stage of a job action designed to put pressure 
on school districts for'a new contract. Last week 
teachers withdrew from extra curricular activities 
as an added pressure tactic. 
What the Bulkley Valley school board, justified 
or not, did was a good public service for it raised 
the essential issue of what we expect teachers to 
do. After all, what teachers do is tied to how 
much they want to make. And what we want 
them to do is tied to how much we want to pay 
them. 
It would be so easy if all teachers did was 
teach. It would be a joy and the best job in the 
world if teachers could simply pass along skills 
in reading, writing, arithmetic, science and social 
studies to young minds eager to soak up know- 
ledge as they accumulate what they need to take 
their place in the world. 
But it's not that simple. Teachers also fill the 
roles of social workers, police officers, and coun- 
sellors. They are clerks, administrators, pastors 
and coaches. 
Teachers deal with students who either through 
parental neglect or economic ircumstance come r'' 
to school without breakfast. Some should not be 
in the grade in which they have been placed. 
We've come to expect schools to not only be a 
place of learning, but a place where every social 
skill is taught and a place where every social ill is 
dumped for fixing. 
In short, we've come to expect teachers to be 
parental surrogates. That's quite a responsibility 
and quite a role to fill. Naturally, teachers moved 
into this vacuum by accumulating power and in- 
fluence. It resulted in a strong union. That's trans- 
lated into very good wages. It's meant class size 
restrictions, resulting in more teachers being nee- 
ded which increased their power. 
All of this, the government has now decided, is 
too expensive. It's emphatically rejected teachers' 
demands for 22 per cent over three years in fa- 
vour of 7.5 per cent over the same period. 
There's no way the teachers are going to win. 
Before we accuse teachers of being unrealistic in 
their wage demands, we'd better stop and think 
of how we got into this in the first place. 
If we want teachers to simply teach, we should 
pay them accordingly. If we want them to do 
more, then expect it to cost more. 
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It happened for 
VICTORIA - Three people are 
dead because an atrophied and 
sterile bureaucratic system 
couldn't bring itself to give a 
family in dire need $500 a 
month. 
This was not a family on 
welfare or trying to get wel- 
fare. This was an elderly cou- 
ple looking after their severely 
disabled son. 
On Dec. 30, 2001, Maurice 
and Belva Baulne and their 
34-year-old son Reece of Ke- 
lowna went into the couple's 
motorhome and started the en- 
gine. They had taped a hose to 
the exhaust, which began fun- 
nelling deadly fumes into the 
motorhome's interior. A neigh- 
bour found the three dead. 
They had been at the end of 
their rope. Caring for their son, 
who had a rare form of debili- 
tating epilepsy, had exhausted 
their financial resources. 
Their health was failing, 
but they couldn't imagine put- 
ting their son in the care of 
anyone lse . . . . .  ~:~, .,~ 
:Had they agreed t° that,: the 
government would have footed 
the bill to the tune of up to 
$3,000 a month. Instead, the 
Baulnes asked the government 
to give them $500 a month. 
That, they figured, would have 
enabled them to give their son 
proper care. The officials said 
no. "Can't be done. Against 
• policy." 
That policy is to pay up to 
$3,000 a month for caregivers 
FROm THE:CAPITAL 
HUBERT BEYER 
of disabled adults living at 
home. That money, however, 
cannot be paid to family 
members. 
Lest I be accused of trying 
to lay the blame for this at the 
doorstep of Premier Gordon 
Campbell and his Liberal gov- 
ernment, let me be very clear: 
blame the Liberals if you will, 
but don't forget to blame the 
governments before it, too. 
, i, This .policy ,is~not, new.. It 
has  b6en: in  place,:for years 
and, in the absence of orders 
to the contrary, is enforced by 
the Ministry of Children and 
Family Development officials. 
At the same time, and this 
must also be said, we have 
become so accustomed to 
government looking after us 
from the cradle to the grave 
that we expect Big Brother to 
intervene where, once upon a 
ust  ;,500 a month 
time, community and family 
intervened. 
Years ago, a fellow reporter 
refused on principle to contri- 
bute to any charitable cause, 
saying that was the govern- 
ment,s job. Supporting chari- 
ties, he said, would only en- 
courage governments to do 
less. 
That would bring up the 
question why this couple 
wasn't given $500 a month to 
look after their son, but was 
told the government would pay 
thousands of dollars a month to 
have him institutionalized. 
Hindsight and hand-wring- 
ing won't bring the couple and 
their son back. All that's left to 
do in this case are the legali- 
ties. Police have to somehow 
wind up this case, which is 
treated as a murder-suicide b - 
cause Reece didn't have the 
mental capacity to agree to 
take his own life. 
What we can do, however, 
is learn a lesson from it. There 
' d :  ' : .  , . :  - . . " . ' :  : .  - ,.: ,H ! i  
": are other famd~es re.the same 
situation. And they are chal- 
lenging the government policy 
that appears to have prompted 
the Baulnes to make their ter- 
rible and fateful decision. 
Lavinia Rojas of Victoria 
and Cheryl Hutchinson of Van- 
couver have taken their case 
to the B.C. Human Rights 
Commission, claiming the  
government discriminates 
against relatives of disabled 
people by refusing to pay them 
as caregivers. 
The two families, in two se- 
parate challenges, have taken 
the provincial government to 
the independent ribunal to 
seek direct funding. 
Rojas, who looks after her 
severely disabled 22-year-01d 
daughter Tania at home, says 
the Baulnes might have seen 
reason for living if only they 
had been told that a change in 
government policy might be 
around the corner. 
"It is so sad. I wish they had 
gone to someone for advice." 
She's right. The Baulnes might 
have found out that a change 
may, indeed, be in the works. 
After Rojas, case was heard 
by the tribunal last year, the 
government agreed that an in- 
ter-ministerial committee re, 
view the policy. In the mean- 
time, the government also 
agreed to temporarily provide 
her with financial help to care 
for Tania. 
, . . . . , ,~  , ,~  . " ;  " .  I " "2 r l  ~ . • The Human Rights Commls- 
, . , . ! .... It . stun wall resume the liearmg m 
May, arid Rojag hopes that it 
will result in a blanket change 
in policy. 
If only someone had told the 
Baulnes about this. A bit of in- 
formation and $500 a month 
might have saved their lives. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-maih hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.corn 
I:,on't be sheE;pish on talents 
"TO WIN a college scholar- 
ship takes good grades, not- 
able achievements, and a var- 
iety of interests both in and 
out of school," says Sue 
Macy, once a volunteer judge 
for a Mervyn's/California de- 
partment store chain program 
giving away $300,000 in scho- 
larships. "Emphasize what 
makes you different from 
everybody else." 
For 19-year-old Jamie Lox- 
ton of Prince George, exper- 
ience as a shepherd set him 
apart to win a $250,000 scho- 
larship to Princeton. The Davis 
United World Colleges Pro- 
gram scholarship pays four 
years tuition and expenses at 
the New Jersey university. 
Jamie began shepherding at
age 11. Every summer since, 
he has herded 1,500 Ram- 
bouillet on cutblocks north of 
Meziadin Junction. His father, 
Dennis, operated Loxton 
Sheep Co., contracting to pas- 
ture 6,000 sheep to control ve- 
getation competing with plan- 
ted seedlings. Sheep won't eat 
or even walk on conifers. They 
prefer not to touch them. 
l I I i l l a l  I1~:  I : !  I l l e Ie , I : l  I , , ]  
CLAUDETI'E SANDECKI 
Jamie's days began at 5 
a.m. when his hungry flock 
was released from its over- 
night corral, and ended at 
dusk. During the 16 hours be- 
tween, he kept the animals 
grazing, watching for signs of 
injury such as sticks wedged 
between their hooves. 
Eight guard dogs - Kuvasz 
or Great Pyrenees - scared 
away wolves and grizzlies. 
Five shepherding dogs - Au- 
stralian Kelpies or Border Col- 
lies - fo l lowed Jamie's com- 
so! I" youg %'11 8'uT" ovJ . 
I:IA  couc.b you 
o ,LYA " 
I L  F c."T 
mands, moving the sheep safe- 
ly between slash piles and 
away from an occasional sheer 
cliff. 
He learned to nap where 
and when the sheep did while 
the flock rested and chewed 
their cud. He woke when dan, 
ger caused the dogs to bark or 
hunger roused the sheep to 
graze, setting off a tinkling of 
40 bells sprinkled throughout 
the flock. Home for 90 days 
was a travel trailer in camp. 
He cooked his own meals, did 
his laundry and grocery shop- 
ping in .Stewart on his one day 
off every three weeks. 
This quarter million dollar 
scholarship is Jamie's second. 
His first was for $48,000, won 
in grade 11, for two years 
study at the Mahindra United 
World College in India. There 
he studied for the International 
Baccalaureate xams along 
with young people from every 
race and religion, sampling the 
cuisine and culture of India. 
He returned to Kelly Road 
Secondary School in Prince 
George to graduate with his 
classmates. As a Kelly Road 
student, he had participated in
public speaking and the deba- 
ting club, winning the junior 
public speaking and the deba- 
ting championship in Winni- 
peg. 
United World College scho- 
larship recipients are chosen 
for their strong academic 
standing, community involve- 
ment, social awareness, matur- 
ity and responsibility, traits 
Jamie displayed befor 9 his fa- 
ther offered him a summer job, 
handed him a crook, and said, 
"Here's your puppy." 
Training his own shepherd- 
ing dog and commanding it to 
work valuable livestock safely 
reinforced his dependability, 
self-reliance and judgment. 
Whether it's the Loxton up- 
bringing, or the dedication to 
shepherding, winning scholar- 
ships runs in Jamie's family: 
His older brother, Daniel, won 
a scholarship to Bishop's Uni- 
versity in Quebec. 
Both boys have proved the 
benefit of Sue Macy's advice: 
Emphasize what makes you 
different from everybody else, 
and win a scholarship. 
a g.i 
Casino vote at council 
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may be closer this time 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCIL is bracing for a 
full and vlgourous debate on a 
proposed destination casino next 
to the Terrace Inn. 
And it's far from clear whether 
the city will repeat its late 1997 
rejection of a casino here. 
Council last time voted down a 
charity casino proposal by a 5-2 
vote. 
That came after heated debate 
and numerous delegations to 
council from church leaders and 
anti-poverty advocates opposing 
the idea. 
But some faces on council 
have changed since then and a 
number of other new factors are at 
work this time. 
Mayor Jack Talstra and coun- 
cillors Rich McDaniel, Ron Van- 
derlee, Val George are among the 
sitting council members who last 
time voted down allowing a casi- 
no here. David Hull voted in fa- 
vour. 
Two other councillors - propo- 
nent Tim Down and opponent 
Linda Hawes - have since left 
town. 
Their seats are now held by 
councillors Lynne Christiansen 
and Marylin Davies. 
"I 'm leaning favourably, but 
I 'm still learning," Davies said of 
the idea. "I think circumstances 
are different his time." 
The number of jobs created, 
the amount of money the city 
would get and the sheer scope of 
the project are impressive, she 
said. 
"We need to look at it really 
seriously," Davies said. 
Councillor Hull said his posi- 
tion is largely unchanged, how- 
ever he said his decision will de- 
pend on the information before 
council. 
"I 'm going to look at the pre- 
sentation and the final information 
with an open mind and look at it 
on its own merits," he said. 
This time a destination casino 
is proposed, rather than the char- 
GAMBLERS ponder their bets at Vancouver's Royal Diamond Casino, Its owner was one of two 
proponents that were unsuccessful in getting approval to build a casino here in 1997. 
Val George Marylin Davies David Hull 
crate a revenue stream of $1.2 
million per year that would flow 
to the city, based on the exper- 
iences of other towns. 
The promise of 
that money 
"'i'm leaning favourably, may prove 
but rm still learning. I think tempting for 
circumstances are differ- council at a 
entthis time." time like this, 
when the city 
is increasingly 
cash-strapped and the region's 
economy is in tatters due to the 
charities here under the Terrace 
Bingo Association to support he 
proposal. 
Since then gaming rules have 
been changed 
and charities 
are promised 
the same 
amounts re- 
gardless of 
whether casi- 
nos operate 
near them or not. 
The change to a destination 
ferent position than I did last 
time," he said. 
"It's been proven that casinos, 
especially in small communities 
like this, have huge negative so- 
cial consequences." 
But George conceded the 
temptation may be greater this 
time. 
"It is a more attractive propo- 
sal for the community, there's no 
question about that," he said. 
"Times are pretty tough in the 
community and people are de- 
sperately looking for diversifica- 
tion of the community." 
"So I imagine some people 
who weren't very positively dis- 
posed last time may be this time 
because of the economic situation 
were facing now." 
Both George and Hull said an- 
other facet of Georgilas' proposal 
is promising - his idea of building 
a conference centre. 
That would be a private sector 
solution to Terrace's problem that 
it doesn't have enough conference 
CHRISTOPHER Bettencourt says the onslaught of 
negative news on TV has been too much. 
I've cut back my 
dose of bad news 
By CHRISTOPHER BETTENCOURT 
For several months, I spent one hour each night glued 
to the television. Special reports, exclusive interviews, 
and important updates, I absorbed them all. 
From seeing Peter Mansbridge's familiar face on 
CBC in Toronto, to seeing an unknown reporter's mis- 
leadingly calm face in Israel, I watched it all. 
After several weeks, however, I found I was more re- 
luctant to watch the news. The ever-present violence, 
the grim economic reports, the focus on negative news, 
and the news media's bias all wore me down. 
Watching news every night was just too much news 
for me. 
Every night, without exception, journalists reported on 
a loss of human life. 
I would watch the day-by-day progression of death by 
ethnic cleansings, death by famines, and death by wars. 
Although seeing scenes of these tragedies live by sa- 
tellite,made me feel lucky to live in Canada, my inabi- 
lity to do anything about hem was depressing. 
Every day I was seeing photographs of people crying, 
starving, dying, shouting, and hating. 
One day I would watch a report about a Palestinian 
bomb going off in a dance club killing some young 
people, and severely wounding many more. Images of 
people my age missing limbs screaming in pain would 
be shown. Sobbing families in grief would be filmed. 
The next day I would watch a report on Israeli sold- 
iers killing four people in a violent skirmish. Again the 
wounded victims and grieving families would be shown. 
Seeing that kind of tragedy daily was too much for me. 
In every newscast here is a business news portion. 
Economic predictions would be made, and economic 
facts would be shown. 
For an industrialized nation with an abundance of ity casino proposed four years ago. 
Under the rules of that.time, a
Si~h, iifi:cant"chuhk of d~isixi6 Ein- 
chariiies L a factor that prompted 
From front 
casino means a share of the win- Skeena Cellulose crisls, space. , 
nings -: 16 percent-Would go,to ../,,, Councillor George"said he will The city s: sought to buil a wealth, there seems to be a lot of bad economic news. 
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: , Y , • d, "~ .~:~: ......... meeting room 'space," but a,ref6t- make a perk0h feel like the Country is going to hell in a 
that means the casino would gen- "I 'm not going to take any dif- endure on it did not succeed, hand basket. 
No new casinos will be 
considered, gov't says 
Destination casinos funnel 16 
TERRACE INN owner John Georgilas wants to build a casino and 
conference centre on this spot just southeast of the hotel. 
500 for a dinner or luncheon, he 
said. 
Many more conferences and 
events could be attracted to Ter- 
race, he predicted. 
"It's going to be a first class 
convention centre," he said. 
bunkhouse. 
He says its proximity to the 
VIA rail station would encourage 
many more railway passengers to 
get off the train in Terrace. And 
he says it would also make an 
easy connection for cruise ship 
per cent of their net revenues to 
the local government. 
That could give the city $1.2 
million each year, Georgilas esti- 
mates based on numbers from 
other casinos. That wasn't the 
case in 1997, because the concept 
was for a charity casino then. 
He projects a major increase in 
the number of tourists coming to 
Terrace, staying in local hotels, 
and spending money in local busi- 
nesses. 
His estimate of an extra 6,127 
visitor days per year would put an 
extra $1.23 million per year into 
the local economy. 
"Most' of it is outside money," 
Georgilas' said. "It's like building 
three sawmills in this town." 
The influx of tourists will fur- 
ther benefit the region in future 
years as more people discover the 
region, and return, he said. 
"The whole thing is different," 
he says. "The money stays in the 
municipality and brings new 
people to the city. It 's a whole 
new ballgame." 
The construction work would 
span 18 months. 
Once built, the casino would 
employ 150 full-time workers, he 
said, and the conference centre 
would employ I00 part-time work- 
ers. 
Georgilas says the conference 
centre would replace the meeting 
room component of the city's 
planned multiplex -resulting in a 
major increase in meeting room 
space without spending public 
money, 
"rl l  do it and I'll pay for it," 
: he says. 
He said the need for more 
,space was apparent last year 
'when his hotel hosted the provin- 
2clal Minerals North conference, 
:The maximum number that could 
'Terrace will be proud of it." passengers who could dock in 
Georgilas said the project will Prince Rupert and take the train 
also bring traffic to other busines- to Terrace. 
ses in the area, and help revita- He estimates 20,000 square 
lize that part of the downtown, feet of the expansion would be for 
The casino and conference the casino and at,least 15,000 
square feet for the conference 
garden area. 
Georgilas ays he will not build 
the conference centre without the 
casino. 
And he says he wants the sup- 
port of the city before proceeding 
further or attempting to get pro-j 
vincial approval. 
But Victoria is sending no sig- 
nal that it would give the green 
light. 
The province has allowed some 
casinos to relocate to areas where 
they can add slot machines, and 
in some cases to expand. 
Several new destination casi- 
nos are also either about to open 
or in advanced stages of negotia- 
tions. 
But all were begun under the 
previous casino licensing process 
started by the NDP. 
Solicitor-General Rich Cole- 
man told the Standard no new ap- 
plications are going to be consid- 
ered. 
The Liberals' campaign plat- 
form, in its New Era document, 
pledged to "stop the expansion of 
gambling that has increased gam- 
bling addiction and put new 
strains on families." 
"We're not going to have any 
new Casinos in B.C.,' he said, re- 
ferring any new proponents to the 
campaign book. 
"Frankly, they should all read 
the New Era document," Coleman 
said. "They may have community 
support but that doesn't mean 
anything in an environment where 
we made the commitment we 
made in New Era." 
Georgilas said he passed the 
government's initial approval pro- 
cess 1997, and hopes that may aid 
his case with the province, 
He's not the only casino deve- 
loper with hopes Victoria will re- 
lent. 
Another in Williams Lake is 
seeking approval after the casino 
idea was approved in a :local re- 
ferendum •there: Colemah:has also 
attend was around 200, he said, centre would be built on a 1.7 
and  dozens morvhad to beturned acre parcel of land Oeorgi las centre, 
itWay2 ~ ' " owns immediately south o f  the Other Components :will include 
The conference centre could existing Terrace Inn parking lot, It a swimming pool and what deer- 
host up to 1,400 and as many as now houses an old green CN 
The fact is, though, even in these times of recession, 
our economy is still growing. As I write this, economic 
growth has slowed down to less than one per cent, but it 
is growing. The depressing economic predictions made 
by economists can be misleading, and I refuse to watch 
that portion of the news altogether. 
That brings me to my next point. It is true that many 
horrible things happen on this planet every day, but it is 
also true that many great hings happen as well, 
New technologies make life better, disputes are re- 
solved non-violently, and individuals make wonderful 
contributions to societies. These news items, however, 
are rarely ever brought up in a regular newscast. 
Although I recognize that good things occur everyday, 
seeing only the negative news items makes it hard to 
stay positive. 
Lastly, I feel that the news media is biased. 
Owned by large corporations, regular newscasts can 
often only portray what they want you to see. 
A good example of this is the media's coverage of the 
'War on Terrorism'. 
I think everyone can see how the American media 
has changed since the September 11 attack. 
Stars and stripes are plastered everywhere on TV, and 
nationalistic sentiment dominates debates over the bom- 
bing of Afghanistan. 
Rock stars and celebrities raise money for families of 
the World Trade Centre victims. Jay Leno and David 
Letterman joke about Afghanistan becoming the new 
golf capital of the world with '200 new holes daily.' 
The American news media has completely conformed 
to this climate of American nationalism. 
In an effort to not alienate their viewers, American 
newscasts downplay all damage to Afghanistan and its 
people, and instead focus on the tragedy at home. 
No talk is made on the news about the famine that 
will happen soon in Afghanistan without foreign aid from 
been firm there in saying !hat pro, 
gilas says will be a lush tropical posal won't go ahead. , ....... 
Every night, without exception, jour- 
nalists reported on a loss of human life. 
the U.N. Little talk is made about how the U,S. owes 
millions in debt to the U.N., money that could go to stop 
the large-scale starvation that will occur in Afghanistan 
without foreign help. 
The news also downplays the American responsibility 
for the anti-American sentiment in the near east. 
There is no newscast that mentions that the CIA 
trained Osama Bin Laden to fight against the Soviets. 
These are all examples on how news can leave out 
facts or shape the news to suit its interest. We can easily 
observe how this is happening in the U.S. because we 
are outside, but it frightens me to think about how easily. 
our domestic news could distort other issues as well. 
This media bias has also turned me off the news, 
especially American news. 
I still watch the news about twice a week to stay on 
top of current events, but I don't think I will ever go 
back to watching it every day. 
Seeing violence is depressing, seeing bad economic 
news is depressing, not seeing good news is depressing, 
and not feeling confident with your news source is de- 
pressing, I frankly do not want to be depressed five times 
a dayand once on weekends . .  
Christopher Bettencourt is a student at Northwest 
Community College, 
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Governments must provide 
for those less fortunate 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Dear Sir: I 
The recent tragic suicide 
of Maurice and Belva 
Baulne in Kelowna who also 
took the life of their severe- 
ly disabled son has unfortu- ~ 
nately once again highligh- 
ted the degradation of our society's ocial network. 
The demise of social programs throughout the country 
has rapidly increased to the point of noticeably dire con- 
sequences being the result. 
We have seen provinces - including B.C. - either 
outright cut or significantly reduce social programs uch 
as education, health care, home support, etc. based on 
the desire and pretext of offering an agenda of a 
"balanced budget". 
This has been exposed as a facade by government in
order to facilitate rewarding their friends in big business 
and the corporate world. This is accomplished at the ex- 
pense of people such as the Baulnes, the homeless, sin- 
gles parents, the elderly, etc. 
Many individuals and families have and will continue 
to fall through the cracks while our provincial govern- 
ment continues to CUts slash and reduce social programs. 
The recent ax cuts imposed by the Campbell govern- 
ment have clearly shown this policy is being financed at 
the expense of social programs. 
When will the people of B.C. realize that the govern- 
ment has a moral obligation to provide social programs 
that will be affordable and accessible to all the people 
of our province? 
Fundamental social programs hould not be cut or re- 
duced merely to facilitate a money grab for corporations 
and individuals who can and 
should comfortably support 
our social network, ..... 
It is unfortunate our previous 
government , the NDP0 did 
not stay true to its stated 
principles. In my view, the 
government's reneging on the obligation to provide an 
appropriate l vel of social programs began there. 
It is apparent many people have been victims of gov- 
ernment policy which does not put people's needs at the 
head of the agenda. 
NDP leader Ms. Joy McPhail's recent comments that 
the current government must accept partial blame for the 
Baulne tragedy is not conducive to resolving these very 
serious problems in our society. 
Attaching blame and political mudslinging will only 
widen the polarization. 
Both the previous and the present governments must 
accept full responsibility for the tragic events that unfol- 
ded. 
My suggestion to Ms. McPhail and Premier Gordon 
Campbell is to focus both their energies on the develop- 
ment and replacement of progressive social programs 
which will benefit all British Columbians. 
During the current crisis there is no room for Ameri- 
can style politics - cheap shots and name calling. 
The development of progressive social programs ap- 
propriately funded by the taxpayer will ensure those less 
fortunate in our society will not have to resort to such 
tragic measures as the Baulne family did to rid them- 
selves of the anguish caused by insensitive governments. 
Ross Siezak, Kitimat, B.C. 
Sale of Skeena must be done 
in an open, forthright fashion 
An open letter to: ketplace. 
Premier Gordon Campbell and the Liberal caucus 
I am writing this letter because of the concern I have 
with your government's handling of the sale of the assets 
of Skeena Cellulose. 
First, the process of selling the assets owned by the 
people of B.C. should be done in an open, honest and 
forthright manner. 
The current shenanigans with Mercer International re 
anything but. 
Second, the process hould result in the taxpayers re- 
ceiving the highest value, both in the short and long 
terms for the assets that they own, however unwillingly. 
The stubborn assertions by your government that Mer- 
cer International is the only qualified bidder guarantees 
this will not happen. 
Third, there has to be a viable business plan, with the 
financial wherewithal to accomplish the goals sot out in 
the plan. ~ ...... 
The bid by Mercer International will leave the north- 
west quarter of this province with an under capitalized, 
inefficient operation, unable to compete in today's mar- 
This in turn will guarantee that the conditions of 
today will be repeated in the near future. 
Fourth, it would be nice to know that the latest suitor 
has broad based support within the communities it in- 
tends to operate in. Mercer International certainly has 
not engendered confidence or goodwill with its actions 
to date. 
The refusal of your government's agents to deal fairly 
with NWBC Timber and Pulp and with Forest Capital, 
because your agents have not spent two years with them, 
and have not reached a level of comfort with them 
(whatever that means) has clearly put these and other 
potential buyers at a competitive and legal disadvant- 
age. 
Mr. Premier, your government was elected on the pre- 
mise of knowing how business works, and knowing what 
business needs to succeed. 
This would be an ideal time to prove it. It would also 
be the ideal time to prove that business can be done 
openly and honestly, and not wait for the courts to open 
the backrooms for the whole world to see. 
Allan Chesterman, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Did you know, 100 percent of all funds raised during 
the Children's Miracle Network Telethon directly support 
, . . . ? 
B.C. s Children s Hospital 
C~n's  Hospital 
www, kidste(ethon.com 
1-888-663-3033 
Northwest Tribal Treaty Group 
Attention All First Nation Community Members 
Have you heard about Minister Nault's ••Governance Initiative" 
(DIA's plan to make changes to the Indian Act)?? 
North West Tribal Treaty Group invites you to participate in an open discus- 
sion about First Nations Governance. Representatives will be traveling 
throughout Northern B.C. from January to March 2002 to listen to what you 
have to say about First Nations Governance and changes to the Indian Act. 
Your participation will help provide direction regarding short and long-term 
governance in your community. You will have the opportunity to: 
• receive important information regarding the federal "Governance 
Initiative" and why NW'TT is participating 
• discuss oy.9~ vision of governance and your thoughts on changes to the 
Indian Act 
Who is the Northwest Tribal Treaty Group? 
Numerous Nations from throughout northern British Columbia signed a treaty 
with each other in 1991 and agreed to work together on issues of common 
concern to us, they comprise the Northwest Tribal Treaty Group. 
Why are we participating? 
The NWTr is interested in the "Governance Initiative" to make sure that our 
interests as northern First Nations are accurately put forward. 
DRAFT SCHEDULE 
Week of: Teams will be in the following areas: 
January 14th-2Oth Terrace/Kitimat 
January 21 st-27th Prince George 
Port Simpson (confirmed - 22nd) 
January 28!h-Feb.. 3rd Burns Lake to Fraser Lake areas 
Fe.bruary 4th710th. Prince Rupert 
February 1 lth- 17th Hazeltons area 
Northern B.C. 
February 18th-24th Moricetown/Smithers 
Northern B.C. (continued) 
February 25th Haida Gwaii 
Prince Rupert/North Coast Areas 
March 4th.10th Terrace/Kitimat 
March 11 th-22nd Vancouver/Victoria Members and 
other areas missed 
The Teams will be phoning communities and groups to confirm meeting dates 
and seek invitations to meet First Nations and" members in the North. 
Watch the bulletin boards of your First Nation Offices and Friendship Centres 
For further information on meeting dates and locations in your area. 
Call one of the Team Leaders or Angela Wesley, Interim NWTT Coordinator 
(250) 638-1727 to express your interest in attending or booking a meeting 
with the NWI-r Governance Team. 
The NWTT Governance Project Team: 
Team Leaders/Facilitators Fieldworkers: Team Contact No.  
Nelson Leeson Delbert Good (250-8.88-677. 2).~: 
Clifford White [ynnWhite ' :~:" (250:615-i'iTT) 
Watch for our web site under development: www.nwttgroup.com 
Thanks, Mr. Unknown 
Dear Sir: 
This is a letter to the person who returned my ATM 
slip and money to the bank teller at the Toronto Domi- 
nion Bank. 
Just a few days before Christmas I needed some 
money for late Christmas hopping and some incidentals. 
I finished the transaction, picked up the T.D. card and 
walked out to start my shopping. 
My first stop was the Real Canadian Wholesale Club. 
For some reason I checked in my pocket for my money.i 
Finding none, I checked my wallet. No money or trans-i 
action slip. 
I went right back to the bank to get some more money 
out. While I was doing this transaction, I thought I might 
just check with the tellers and see by some 1000-to-1 
chance if my money and slip were turned in. 
Sure enough. The teller told me that 20 minutes be- 
fore I came in a gentleman had turned in the money and 
transaction slip. She didn't know the man, as I had asked 
for his name. 
This sure makes you stop and think, would I have 
done the same thing? I know from now on I certainly 
would. Thanks a lot Mr. Unknown. 
Dave Clarke, Terrace, B.C. 
Get that well 
fixed, and soon 
Dear Sir: 
On the front page of the January 9 edition of The Ter- 
race Standard there was a story of the Frank Street well 
still awaiting repairs. 
I have two comments. The first is that the engineering 
department would enter into a purchase of a pump when 
the well was new that when repairs were needed, those 
repairs could not be done in Canada, and that it would 
take months to get those repairs done. 
I understand that another new well is to be drilled in 
the near future to avoid having to pull water from the 
Skeena. Let's hope there was a lesson learned when 
equipment is sourced for this well as to not have a re- 
peat of a pump repair that is still not back in service. 
My second comment is that the city director of engin- 
eering says our current water source from the Skeena 
River is "really clean". Ask those restaurant owners that 
have the ultimate responsibility to provide clean safe 
water to their clients that have been faced with substan- 
tial elevated costs for water filter cartridge replacements 
since the water is being drawn from the Skeena. 
In the recent annual report by Dr. Shaun Peck, the de- 
puty Provincial Health Officer, the first of his eight key 
messages was this: All surface water (lakes, creeks and 
rivers) is likely to be contaminated. Even the most re- 
mote. 
I for one will be relieved when we are back on water 
that is not from an open source with elevated levels of 
chlorine introduced to attempt to counteract possible 
contaminants, 
Remember, we are down stream from other communi- 
ties where discharges do enter the Skeena. 
Don Rltchey, Terrace, B.C. 
S 
MRZDR PROTEGE LX 
cash purchase from lease from 
~,.. . 
per month/411 months 
• Front wheel drive • 130 hp., 2.0L OOHC engine 
• Closs-leadin 9 Interior room • flH/FH/CO stereo system 
• Driver and front passenger olrbogs • Keyless entry • Tilt steeri 
PURCHRSE FZNRNCING 
for 36 monthst 
# 
HFlZDFl PROTEGE 5 
cash purchase from lease from 
per month/48 months 
• Front wheel drive • Rear disc brakes with flntiqock 8rake 
System (ABS) • 130 hp,, 2,0L DOffC engine • RWFH/CD stereo system 
• ]6" alloywheels • Tachometer • Cruise control • Rear wiper 
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM gskabouttheMozdopeae~ofmindpromsestandordoneverynewMazda. (~ 
MAZDA L[ADERSHIP WARRANTY Rskoboutouroutstandingcomprehensiveandpowe~oinwarrontycoverage ' ~ 
- , - www.mezda.ca 
' THORNHILL HRZDR. 3040 Hwy 16 E • Phone 250-635-7286 
D7041 
GRFlDUgTES GET R~I RDDIT[ONRL.  $750 OFF PURCk I I : ISE  OR LEF lSE .  
~ Offers available on ¢etoOIpucohascslleoses on portlctpnttn 9vehicles from anuo y 3 2002 fo n m ted time on y, Lease and finance O.g.L for qunhficd customers only. t ! ~ finance 
of Nq available on all 2002 Hacdo vehicles except Tribute. finance example far $10.000 at L9% RPR 36 months o $285 99 pet' month C.O.d. Is $295.44 fo n ota of r io  295,d4. 
't~44 do~onglIJtd$lPdO Offersovodobleonretot easesony, tcosesarobasedon 4dmonths OIher ease totm$ovaloble. 10 olleaseoh+gotlon: 2002ProtegiLX(model IDILSSIAAOO) 
is St 1,90L which includes f,250 securlty deposit and dawn payment of $2, t O0 (Includes ffetght and POt of $095). 2002 Protege5 (model aOSrSS2RAO0) Is $14.452. wfllch Included $300 
security deposit and down payment of $2,200 (includes freight and PDE of $895) 20 000 km per year mileage est c ons apply; additional O¢lkm opphes. License insurance, taxes and other dealer 
charges c~tra Dealer may sefflleos far eso Offe $ cannot he combined gee your dealer fol details Illustrated mode s ore for cefetence only nnd actual models may not he exactly as shown. 
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BUY ONE GET ONE 
FREE 
++ ..... .... " ' ~+I  s ~ w a Y  CLUB pa lC~ 
Agj  
' b  >. 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
4.99 
3.99. 
,tiRC 
K.,+? ~.: 
: . t  
~,,-: 
. . . .  ~:~;~;~;~+~ Works  out  to  ... 
, IA9 whe" you buy 
4 loaves 
SAFEWAY CLUB - 
BITREME SPECIAL PRIgE 
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° ~ LC~'~'~,~'G,I'~ ~ '~ '  -y.. ~., ~,~ ~ ? ~. • ~;  +,!, ~+"~ 
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Video hook up for trauma 
treatment coming soon 
EQUIPMENT IS being installed and training is 
expected shortly to hook up Mills Memorial 
Hospital with a video link to the trauma unit at 
Vancouver General Hospital. 
Originally destined for a September 2001 start 
up, the project has been through several delays 
while the various parties involved worked out 
their involvement and details. 
But cameras and monitors are now being put 
in place in the trauma room of the emergency 
department at Mills, says Cholly Boland; the 
area's new health services administrator. 
When a serious trauma case does come in ,  
doctors and nurses will be able to hook up dir- 
ectly through a dedicated phone line with a trau- 
ma specialist in Vancouver, giving them access 
to around the clock hands-on advice and gui- 
dance. 
Cranbrook Regional Hospital is the only other 
hospital in B.C. to take part ;~ a one-year piIot 
project testing the worth o~' :his kind of tele- 
health. Money comes from the federal and pro- 
vincial governments. 
Boland said officials from the provincial trau- 
ma team are expected in Terrace before the end 
of month for a period of training. 
"I can tell you we're expecting something to 
happen very shortly after that," he said. 
The prospect of local physicians having ac-  
cess to trauma specialists via a video connection 
when dealing with serious injuries is regarded as 
a key to encouraging doctors to move to more 
rural places and to stay there. 
That's because doctors are more reluctant o 
live and work in places without having special- 
ists on hand for referrals and assistance. 
This equipment for the emergency department 
is the second batch to be installed at the hospi- 
tal. Last year a camera and two monitors on a 
cart were introduced at the hospital for continu- 
ing education of personnel. 
And expected soon is a more mobile collec- 
tion of equipment for use in the intensive care 
unit, operating rooms and x-ray department. 
Also to be part of the trend toward telemedi- 
cine is psychiatric services in the northwest. 
P i[] [i 
SPECIAL IZ ING I N 
F ISH & CHIPS  
COD ia!ly !nvites you to our_- 
• ', . ' , .  
103-4660 Lakelse (Across from Safeway) 
I r 
WE'RE HERE TO STAY! 
WE'RE WORKING FOR YOU! 
TOUGH 
Duck   BAFFIN SORE[: 
meet me at 
II 
P, Ch66S6bU10611 
I 8 go,biG Ch66s6hti[U~ 
I J I  Ci£,11~1 • 
For a limited time at participating Dairy Queen" Brazier" stores. ® registered trademarks of Am. D.Q. CoJp. Dairy Queen Canada Inc, registered user. 
Pdnted In Canada. Proud sponsor of the Children's Miracle Network. 
NO INTEREST 
NO PAYMENTS*0, , , 
UNTILJULY 2002 
ALL INSTOCK FURNITURE 
liP TO 55% OFF 
Recliners 
Kitchen Table & Chairs 
End Tables 
Curio Cabinets 
Dressers 
Loveseats 
Sofas 
Lamps 
Pictures 
Appliances 
Beds 
Coffee Tables 
t 
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within B.C. Hydro or bump 
less senior employees, she 
said. 
BUS NESS REVIEW 
Hydro to 
Ht imat  C~ncert  
cut back Assoc iat ion  
B.C. HYDRO is cutting Saturday, January 19 
two jobs here and custo- ~" 8:00 p.m. sharp 
mers will no longer be 
able to drop off bill pay- . ~ ,~ at Mount Elizabeth Theatre 
ments. ~,  .~_ ~ PerforminginKitimatonly 
The office here is one Tickets on sale at 
of 10 walk-in offices which ~ Book Masters 632-7323 and Theatre Lobby 
will be closed province- ~ ~ , ~  i ;: i evening of performance. 
wide Jan. 31, along with t~ , ~* Adults $21 / Seniors $19 / Students $15 
five customer centres, ::* i( Ticket price Includes 
Hydro  spokesman ~'~ ~ ~ l : ~  $1.00 theatre surcharge. 
Elisha Odowichuk said the Visit www.kitimatconcerts.com 
K h C h i  E for more infoon our concerts. decision reflects the fall- 11¢ f lSO In~lo  Sponsored .4t..xK co,,,~,,^ e 
ing number of customers ' /~  """"" n~/ Is ion  
who drop off bill payments. Tile S ights  and Sounds of Vietnam in part by: ~ ~rs..=c.ou_.N2:,, ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
Just one per cent of 
customers pay their bills in 
person, she said., and clos- 
ing the 15 offices will save - ~ 
$4 million per year. i ~ i  ~ '~Z i::" ' ";C:;!~I:; " D 
The vast majority of B ~ :  : : - -  : ~}t~ B 
customers  pay bil ls 
through their bank, by 
mail ing a cheque in, - - 
through direct debit, and ~::i~:;:] ;i:::~::.:.:i:i; . . .  . . ,  . .  
increasingly through op- wSg~ r~_~ ~ 
tions such as Internet or . . . . . . . . . .  
OAK FINISH VENEER TABLE ~: telephone banking, she with four side chairs ~ . : .~ : :~ ~ :~ OAK FINISH DINING TABLE 
said. i! ;:~iii / :  ~.~ wilh sixside chairs 42"x62" with removable 20" leaf 
"There area lot of dif- Reg. List*955 ~mau'~ t ~ ! ~ : : ~ '  .1~ 04"x42"-~12"Bu;t~/ 
ferent options out there," FLOORMOgELCLEARANCE~ I .~!~i::~: I" ' . .  self.stofingleaves 
.... '~ ~" ! ~ : ~ { ~  Reg. List '1649 Odowichuk said. "There's ~ " ~"~ ~ ~  flOOR IHOIIEL CLBRANCE 
nora real value in keeping l N look 
those centres there from a ew ~ :! :~i::::,... i ............ : . : -~ , . , .~  ...... • ~:!.:!i 
" : '~""  :: :~:: :: " " ' ::::i business ense." CANADA POST clerk Charlene Matthews shows off the newly renovated ~.~i l i '~  , ~[ ~i l  l~/lll UNK~UE SOUD BIRCH 
, ,:. . , : . - . . . . . . : . : .  ~.i . :+,: ~. ::..(~.~ :. ~'7~::i~!~i~: ..,,..:.:4:~.?:.~ SQUARE DININGTABLE Affected employees main post office downtown Terrace. Customers and employees alike say ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : .... 
~~:! : : i i :~ i~: i i ! : :~  in cherw sa n finish, may be able to transfer the new look makes the office brighter and more welcoming. The renova . . . . . . . .  ~. . . . ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~  w,lh e,ghls,de cha,rs 
tions included blocking off the mail processing area, and installing low- SOLID OAK TABLE ~ ~ ~ i  : : i$ i [~w~~~ ~0..,,~l~,s0.,,~,,~ 
ered counters that are wheelchair accessible, with four side cha i rs  ' ~ ~ : ~  Reg. List~3889 
42"x62"  with removable 20"  leaf ~ ~  [LOI;~IIIiOIUCI~|[ 
Reg. List ~1569 ~ 
noo,  mmcmwct - !~.~ Building up but no record . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  EXTRA-LARGESOUD I I~g~-c$~'~$.~.$i : i : i : : :~K. . : :  : . . . . . . : . . .~ ' . : . . . . : . . . . . :  :..:.: : : : : " : : ~  ~ '4 f f '~ : :  : : : . . .  • .~ : : , . . ; - : : : . ' . : : ' : : : . . . . .  . x  . ~'~: i :  :i' ::..~:~  ::~::~:~:~i~ OAK OVAL DINING 
.................................. TABLE wilh eighl side II 
~ ~  chairs in cherry stain finish ITERRACE ended 2001 expected to come in at construction was nearly take advantage of the re- ::?:. ~ :~~ .................. ~::~ ............... ~ ;,~,,,,~d;o;~t~ 80"x60" . ta~eout ~e leaf until, turns IB 
with a significant bump up around $10 million, giving non-existent, reflecting the bound to good times when ~:::*".::*:: ' :~*~. 
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Steve, of Prince Rupert, won: 0~/ '~250 1 watch for our 
• Dinner at Traders (s40v,lu,) va.ue nextpromo~'on! 
• Two Tickets to Yuk Yuk's Professional Comedy Show 
• One Night's Accommodation i  the Executive Tower Fri. or Sat. 
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Morale low as rumours 
swirl around cutbacks 
MORALE IS low as pro- 
vincial civil servants wait 
to find out if they'll have a 
job in the days ahead, says 
a senior union official. 
"There's not very much 
out there right now and 
that's the hard part," said 
Shelley Anderson who 
works in the Terrace office 
of the B.C. Government 
Employees' Union. 
Anderson and other 
union officials anticipate 
they'll soon get the word 
on the size and impact of 
the cuts in Terrace. 
"1 talk to the personnel 
officers in all the sectors 
and you can hear the stress 
in their voices," said An- 
derson of reports that the 
provincial government 
wants to shed up to 30 per 
cent of its workers over the 
next three years, worried about social work- 
In Smithers, Anderson er services and the pro- 
is expecting the regional spect they'll become part 
mines office to close and of a large corporation. 
she and other union people "I don't know how you 
keep hearing rumours the could take them out of the 
~ reg iona l  civil service. We don't 
correction- have enough of them 
al centre anyway," she said. 
here will BCGEU officials are to 
also be be part of the meetings at 
shut down. which employees will 
Overa l l ,  learn of their fate. 
Anderson ':We do have employ- 
e x pe c t s ment security provisions in 
Anderson  the largest our contract and we will 
cuts in be acting on them," said 
terms of numbers in Ter- Anderson. 
race to be in the forest ser- She expects shop ste- 
vice and the children and wards and others will be 
families ministry, busy explaining early re- 
That's because they tirement provisions, volun- 
employ the most civil ser- tary departure payments, 
vants in the city. severance packages and 
Anderson's particularly seniority provisions. 
From front 
Workers brace for 
sweeping gov't cuts 
That latter procedure means people 
with more seniority could "bump" or re- 
place those more junior in terms of years 
on the job. 
For those who will lose their jobs, the 
province has hired 13 counselling firms to 
make 60 people available, said Collins. 
"We're doing everything we can for 
those who will be adversely affected," he 
said. 
"There will be a certain number of 
people because of circumstances and 
their own personality who will take this in 
a more adverse way than other people in 
the same kind of personal distress," Col- 
lins added. 
"They will be the exception, rather 
than the norm." 
Collins said his office is still working 
out the details of where those people will. 
be sent when the cuts are announced, but 
did indicate that northwestern locations 
such as Smithers, the home of many pro- 
vincial regional offices, and Terrace are 
likely on the list. 
~ha[.will be available in Terrace and 
otho~i'oc~tion~/is office ,space~ and equip-. 
-~ '~"  a'~" phot0ci)l~i~i'§~* fax : machines 
~n~i computers for laid-off workers to help 
th'e~'~find other work,! Collins added. 
Early retirements and voluntary depar- 
ture incentives will buffer the number of 
people to be laid off. 
More than 200 calls a day are coming 
into an office set up to deal with informa- 
tion on these programs and civil servants 
have now received letters outlining the fi- 
nancial aspects of early retirement or 
quitting voluntarily, said Collins. 
The province estimates it will cost 
$85.2 million over three years for 2,500 
voluntary departures and $156 million for 
4,800 layoffs for a total bill of $241.2 mil- 
lion. 
Those taking voluntary departure or 
early retirement packages have until the 
end of February to do so they can be pro- 
cessed before the end of March. 
The coming job cuts will be the big- 
gest in the history of the province be- 
cause of their depth and because the pro- 
vincial government is B.C.'s single lar- 
gest employer. 
The last time a large number of civil 
servants was affected was in the late 
1980s when road and bridge maintenance 
services were farmed out to the private 
sector. 
That resulted in 2,600 people being 
~st[o.ked off the provincial payroll but most 
of them simply transferred over to work 
for the new companies that were formed. 
This time there will be real job losses 
although Collins said there will be private 
sector opportunities for some of those af- 
fected. 
• eral Dentistry, Orlh0dc~,llics, TNU 
| . ,~ce H0urs " 
~. M0n -/hur, 8:00 a.m. -4:30 p,.m. 
200-4619 Park Ave 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G lV5 
(2501635-7611 
LOGO DESIGN COHTEST 
The Skeena Multiculturalism Diversity Project 
NEEDS A LOGO 
All students up to 25 years of age are invited to participate 
OUR THEME IS: 
We lcoming  and  Va lu ing  Cu l tura l  
D ivers i ty  In The  Communi ty  
(Awareness  of  g loba l  communi ty )  
First Prize: $1OO.OO Second Prize: $75 .00  Third Prize: $50 .00  
)ea.dline for submission is: Thursday, January 31, 2002 at 12:00 noon 
Please drop off al: Or send entries by mail to: 
NWCC-Admin. Building Skeena Multicultural Diversity Project 
Attention: Elizabeth 5nyder RR#3, Site 9, Comp. 214, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R6 
For furlher information, please contact Maria Allen at (250) 635-5931 * Emaih diversity@monorch.nel 
JOIN NOW FOR 1/2 PRICE AND 
SAVE $22 CALL 1-800-682-8011 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle .Tuesday 7:00 pm 
real foocl.real ife.real results. 
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J RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 11 ill Tax Law • Trusts ° Corporate & Commercial  lU 1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 HI Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
Pre-lnuentory 
Clearance Sale 
'20 50 , - . .  II ." 11 ,DIIll)I)i.iI, D 
flU In-St0re Stock Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help to 
solve a break, enter and theft to a residence on Agar 
Sale Januarg 16th - 31 st Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
On December 24th, 2001, a home owner noted 
some items missing from his shop on is property. The 
Open 7 Days fl Week door to theshop was forced open and the doorjamb 
i was broken. The date of the offence hasnot yet been 
determined, and could have occurred during the i: 
previous two monthS. : 
Several Items were stolen from the shoDi: ificlUdina: :i, .. v 
• A Fender KaraOke:machine &stand :~:: 
• Three Mak ta cord ess drills i: : 
• A Makita circular saw : i  : ::i 
j ' :  Various tools: :! 
I Terrace Crime stopperS wa~nts iyou~ i~f~a~io~!:~ notI
I your name. Call if you know the idehii~ iOflthbse : 
I resp onsible~ fOr?thIs o r  
I informationis v~iuable and mayleadlt6'th~,~trestl 
I and conviCtionofthe 
II T 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1,000,00 for 
Information leading to an arrest end charges being laid against 
an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that'== 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal the& Identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
TERRY'S TIPS 
Knock, Knock, Who's There? 
A door viewer installed in 
your door will let you see 
who is there before you open it. There are 
many models available, including viewers 
that allow you to  see a large image with a 
lot of detail. Some models swivel and 
enable you to see someone ven if they are 
standing beside your door. 
o C~menial, l'zddmti~, 
• 
4624A GIt]RIG AV]~'~IIE, TFJtRACE, B .C .  VSG 1M9 [B 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 aToll Free 1-888-560-5549 I |
| If . . . . .  
National Leader 
Ron Gray 
CHRISTIAN PARTI DE 
HERITAGE AL  L HERITAGE 
PARTY CHRETIEN 
COMMUNIQUE 
Heritage Place, 155 Queen Street, Suite 200 Ottawa, ON K1P 6L1 
Ph (819)669-0673 Fax (819)669-6498 Emaih edchp@netcom.ca 
Other commentaries can be found at www.chp.ca "CHP Speaks Out" 
This Communiqu6 may be copied 
CULTURAL SUICIDE, OTTAWA-STYLE 
About a dozen years ago, when 
some people tried to rally public 
opinion to demand Pro-Life 
legislation and took to the 
streets to bar the opening of 
Vancouver's first baby-killing 
centre, we were roundly 
criticized by a few members of 
the clergy. 
"You shouldn't be making a 
disturbance in the streets," they 
said. "We're just trying to live 
out our faith," we answered. 
'"The Bible says, 'We ought o 
obey God rather than men.'" 
"Well, of course." the clerics 
demurred, "if the government 
ever said we couldn't preach the 
Gospel or pray in public - why, 
we'd protest with you." 
THAT TIME HAS COME. 
Our militant Secularist masters 
in Ottawa have now decreed 
that Chaplains in the Canadian 
Forces cannot mention Jesus, 
the triune Deity, or the Lord's 
Prayer in public ceremonies, 
Their goal is to make such 
events inclusive - by 
offending Christians. 
OK: LET'S TAKE IT TO THE 
STREETS, GUYS I 
Lieia Corbella, editor of the 
Calgary Sun, points out that 
forbidding Christians to express 
our faith in public is something 
that the Taliban would do. She 
also points out that, apart from 
Israel, the only nations in the 
world with more people trying to 
get in than out all share one 
common feature: their culture is 
rooted in Christianity. 
Furthermore she says, this DND 
decree is like "spitting on the 
graves" of 164,000 Christians 
martyred for their faith world-wide 
in 1999. It also offends more than 
a million martyrs in the last 
decade, and also the many millions 
before them who died for the name 
of Jesus. Robert Sibley, editorial 
writer for the Ottawa Citizen, 
wrote an essay quoting Harvard 
political science Professor Samuel 
P. Huntington's exhortation to the 
West to "preserve our culture and 
our values" - culture and values 
rooted in Christianity. They're 
right: democracy, the rule of law, 
public education, the abolition of 
slavery, equality before the law, 
and the prosperity of our free- 
enterprise system - all the fruit of 
our Christian heritage. 
But we cannot hope to retain the 
fruit unless we nourish the root. 
What our militant-Secularist 
Government has been doing - 
from the Swissair memorial at 
Peggy's Cove, to the Sept. 14 
World Trade Centre memorial 
on Parliament Hil I, to this latest 
outrage - is cultural suicide on a 
national scale. 
I hope to see a national 
firestorm of outrage at this 
offensive order. But I greatly 
fear another attack of Christian 
apathy and timidity. "It's wrong 
to protest," the timid still say. 
"We should just pray." Don't 
get me wrong; I believe deeply 
in prayer. But there are times 
when God also demands action. 
When Goliath was challenging 
the armies of Israel daily, I 'm 
sure King Saul and his troops 
were praying up a storm as they 
hid in fear. But God was 
looking for someone who would 
confront he giant who defied 
His people. 
That's still the kind of people 
He's seeking, Do you want to 
be one? Call us at 1-888-VOTE 
CHP (1-888-686-3247). 
National Leader Ran Gray 
will be speaking at open house 
meeting at the Happy Gang 
Centre in Terrace at 8:00pro, 
Jan. 31. 
l 
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School district pledges to 
boost student literacy here 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
will promise to improve 
student literacy and arith- 
metic skills here by five 
per cent in an accountabil- 
ity contract it's poised to 
sign with the education 
ministry. 
The proposed docu- 
ment, now awaiting mini- 
stry approval, gained near 
unanimous support from 
the school board last week. 
The clock starts ticking 
in September. 
• By spring 2005, the dis- 
trict wants the number of 
students in Grades 1 to 10 
meeting or beating expec- 
tations in reading compre- 
hension and arithmetic to 
grow by five per cent. 
That target drew much 
praise, and some criticism, 
from school board mem- 
bers last week. 
School board vice-chair 
Peter King said a five per 
cent improvement in read- 
ing skills is a reasonable 
goal. "In the past 12 years, 
there hasn't been any im- 
provement," he said. 
Just over one year ago, 
the Kitimat trustee tried to 
issue an ultimatum to 
then-superintendent Herb 
Fader over reading scores. 
King had asked Fader 
'to make "large improve- 
ments" in reading levels, 
but the motion didn't pass. 
"A five percent in- 
crease doesn't sound like 
much," King said Jan. 8. 
But he pointed out the 
number must be viewed as 
targeting the approximate- 
ly 30 per cent of students 
tested here who aren't 
meeting reading expecta- 
tions for their grade level. 
Kitimat trustee Barry 
Pankhurst, meanwhile, is 
disappointed with the five 
per cent target, and he 
thinks parents will be, too. 
"The school district has 
a serious problem with li- 
teracy," Pankhurst said. "I 
think we should be shoot- 
ing a lot higher." 
He also complained 
that the plan, which in- 
volves a range of literacy 
programs in younger 
grades in addition to dis- 
trict testing to Grade 10, 
doesn't appear to target in- 
From front 
dividuals who need help. 
"It's fair enough for the 
students coming in Sep- 
tember in kindergarten or 
Grade 1," he said. "For the 
student that is already 
having a reading problem 
now - where is the com- 
mitment for that student?" 
During the summer, the 
school board announced a
district plan that estab- 
lished improving literacy 
and numeracy in all grades 
as top priorities. 
"Every one of these 
items have been set out in 
the accountab i l i ty  
contract," Terrace trustee 
Diana Penner said. 
"1 am just thoroughly 
excited - thoroughly, be- 
cause I think this is a real- 
ly good stepping stone." 
Every school district 
has been asked to sign 
contracts outlining how 
they will do a better job. 
Stewart trustee Les 
Deacon-Rogers aid the 
district's goals are a pro- 
mise to the ministry and to 
parents. "I completely sup- 
port it," he said. 
"We want to narrow the 
Victoria may be stacking 
vote against towns: mayor 
have any choice about it." 
"If on the other hand we 
can outvote the Crown, 
then we're in a whole dif- 
ferent picture and we have 
to look at this very, very 
carefully." 
He said towns could 
also ask the judge to con- 
sider creating a separate 
creditor class for the towns 
only. 
Trying to veto the deal 
would be a high-risk move, 
Talstra admits. 
Mercer is at least an 
assured eal, he said. 
The other two bidders 
still need to raise money 
from financial markets, he 
to sell the operations to 
Mercer proceeds. 
Such a manoeuvre 
would be reminiscent of 
the 1997 resffucturing in 
which Victoria and the TD 
bank designated some of . 
their secured debt in Skee- 
na as unsecured to swing l 
the vote of unsecured cre- 
ditors, forcing them to take 
10 cents on the dollar. A 
judge ordered a revote and 
the restructuring plan then 
passed without interfer- 
ence. 
Talstra said it's unclear 
so far how much money, 
and therefore how much 
voting power, the province 
would have in the category said. 
of Crown creditors. "If they cannot get it 
"If they're owed more and in the process we lose 
than what's owed to the Mercer, we have nobody," 
mun ic ipa l i t ies  then he said. "That is the risk 
they've got us again and that has to be assessed." 
Talstra said he suspects 
towns will be treated as 
unsecured creditors and of- 
fered a small number of 
cents on the dollar for un- 
paid taxes. 
Talstra said he was also 
disappointed Victor ia  
moved last week to make 
Mercer the exclusive bid- 
der, barring further nego- 
tiations with NWBC. 
NWBC president Da- 
niel Veniez has laid out 
his business plan and held 
town hall meetings in the 
region in late December, 
"From what we know of 
his plan, it's a pretty good. 
one," Taistra said. 
He said Forest Capital's 
also looks good, although 
it isn't  advanced as 
NWBC because it hasn't 
been able to conduct due 
dilligence work on SCI. 
they can outvote us," he 
said. "And then I guess 
this thing is being ham- 
mered at us and we don't 
Northern Hea l th :  
Authority : i :-:~ 
Northwest Health 
. Servic~ DeliveryA rea 
Please be advised that the 
North West Community 
Health Services Society 
(also known as North 
West Health Unit) has 
become part of the 
Northern Health Authority. 
This change is effective 
immediately and will be 
reflected in our 
correspondence, building 
signago, and reception. 
Service delivery, however, 
will not~ 
Man.  - Thurs.  8am-6pm 
Fr idays  8am-9pm 
Saturdays  8am-6pm 
Sundays  10am-5pm 
HWY 16 WESTTERRACE " 635-7178 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Andy Burton 
Member of. parliament 
for Skeena 
Consfiluency Office 
4654 Lazel[e Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-maik andy@andyburton.ca 
Website: www.and~,burton.ca 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium ' since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
fA  Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
~/m~lioaaSm~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
gap between regional and 
provincial figures," said 
district superintendent 
Randy Smallbrugge said, 
referring to provincial 
exam results and educa- 
tion ministry assessments 
that show Coast Mountains 
students lagging behind. 
The district's account- 
ability contract also pro- 
mises to improve gradua- 
tion 'rates and encourage 
students to become more 
socially responsible. 
Smallbrugge said the 
draft has been sent to Vic- 
toria for approval, and will 
be posted on the Education 
Ministry's website next 
month, along with con- 
tracts of other districts. 
Until December, when 
the deputy minister came 
here to meet with local of- 
ficials, it wasn't clear 
what kind of penalties the 
district would risk if it fails 
to meet targets. 
It's now clear the con- 
tracts will function more 
as a guide for school dis- 
tricts and there won't be 
any penalties. 
"Nobody 's  head is 
going to be on the line," 
Smallbrugge said. 
But the ministry will 
want to know why targets 
aren't met, and will expect 
to see steps taken to cor- 
rect the situation. 
That may mean lower- 
ing targets or changing 
programs, he said. 
I 
Greenwood 
Chiropractic Serives 
Dr, R,D, Greenwood 
• Emergency Car & X-Ray 
* Auto & Work Injury 
e Sports Injury 
, Neck/BacldLeglArm Pain 
* Dynamic Gait Analysis & 
Prescription Orthotics 
No Refera] For  Appo intment  OFFICE H0~ 
Necessary 638-8165 Mon*r,.,,.. Sat 10.12 
4635 Lazelle Ave. Ter race ,  B.C. V8G 1S8 
the Toronto Gift Show buying 
Summer 2002 Merchandise! 
room for the new stock, check'out the 
and Clearance Items in the Gift Store/ 
Candle Holders & 
Picture Frames ' 
The Salvation Army would like to thank the following people and organ izations that gave 
of themselves this Christmas to help make this season special for hundreds of families: 
Air Cadets 
Air  Canada 
BC Assessment 
BPOE 
Canadian Tire 
Cassie Hall Grade 7 Class 
CFTK 
City of  Terrace 
Clarence Michiel  School 
Elks Lodge. 
F. Philpot 
Health Unit  
J. Bryan Gascon Investments 
Kitsumkalum Tempo Gas Bar 
Local Churches 
M. Ganson 
M.  Vanderberg 
Min is t ry  of Transportat ion 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Royal Purple 
Safeway 
Scotiabank 
Skeena Sawmills 
Terrace Fire Department 
Terrace RCMP Detachment 
Terrace Rotary Club 
Terrace Standard 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Weatherhaven 
Canada Bread 
Don Hull & Sons 
And the numerous others who gave their time, money 
and resources in order to make £hr.istmas asuccess! 
Talking Call Waiting 
lets you hear who's calling. 
Who's calling to 
wish you a Happy New Year?. 
This New Year, add a headset to this 900 MHz cordless phone to give you total freedom 
to walk and talk, hands free, And with TELUS Talking Call Waiting you'll know when 
someone's trying to reach you when you're on the line, It announceS' the Incomlngcaller's 
name and ets you decide whether to takethecall, SubscrlbetoTalking Call waltir~g " 
and you'll receive it free for 30 days, 
Call 1-877-877-5552 to f ind The TELUS Store nearest you. Or visit www.telus.com 
F,°X.,Y 
x 24 menthe 
Retail: $119.g5 
UNIDEN 1165a 
PLANTRONICS I ~ A f ~  
HEADSET I .  . . . . .  ~ '  
the future Is friendly. 
iI 
gl~ Direct Deltvary available In most areas, For details or to order, call 310-55.55. Shipping and hanclttng charges apply, FLEXP, AY OAC Includes retail prlce:iolu9 1fi% Interest ~ annum and exten0ed warrant 
~,'~, Offer avallablo until February 28. 2002 or while quantities last. Talking Call Waitlngls sold separately end requires a Call Waiting suoscnptlon, eereonal Call Management ServiCes available In most areas, some restrictions appi 
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Have a heart 
Around Town 
New logo stil l  needed 
YOUR CREATIVE talents could win you some 
cash. 
The Skeena Multiculturalism Diversity is 
holding a logo contest. The group has even ex- 
tended the deadline to ensure they have plenty 
of entries. 
The logo contest is open to students up to 
the age of 25. Cash prizes will be awarded to 
the top three entrants. First prize is $100. 
The logo should incorporate the following 
theme: welcoming and valuing cultural divers- 
ity'in our community by promoting lobal and 
cross-cultural wareness and understanding. 
The contest deadline has been extended to 
noon, Jan. 31. 
Drop off entries at the administration build- 
ing at Northwest Community College or at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School. Entries can 
also be mailed to the Skeena Multicultural Di- 
versity Project, at RR#3, Site 9, Comp. 214, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4R6. For more information, 
contact Maria Allen at 635-5931 or by email 
at diversity@monarch.net 
FLOYD FRANK, seen here in a photograph taken in the 1990s. 
THEY'RE THE foot soldiers in the campaign 
against heart disease and stroke, and they'll be 
going door-to-door asking for support next 
month. 
They're the hundreds of volunteers who 
canvass for the Heart and Stroke Foundation of 
B.C. and Yukon during February, says area co- 
ordinator Terry Runions. 
"Please remember that these exceptional 
individuals are the very foundation of our orga- 
nization," she says. 
All volunteers collecting donations during 
the foundation's longest-standing campaign 
will posses an official badge and bright red kit 
for processing tax deductible receipts. 
If you are unable to lend your financial sup- 
port, Runions says, you're still encouraged to 
accept he information pamphlets on the foun- 
dation and its programs. 
For more information call (250) 639-9090. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  Dyerto lecture . . . .  
GWYNNE DYER, a Veteran Canadian war and 
international ffairs analyst, returns to Terrace 
to speak to local audiences in late January. 
The journalist and military historian has 
been a frequent CBC commentator n the war 
in Afghanistan and U.S. plans for a broader war 
on terrorism in the wake of the Sept. 11 at- 
tacks. 
Dyer will speak in Terrace Friday, Jan. 25 
from 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre.  
There is no ad- 
mission charge, 
although dona- 
tions will help de- 
fray costs. 
He'll use his 
expertise on Mid- 
dle Eastern issues 
'to provide insight 
into the motiva- 
tions of terrorist 
groups and share 
his predictions for 
the campaign 
ahead. 
He is also tour- Gwynne Dyer 
ing local schools 
while he's here. 
He's sponsored by the Terrace Public Li- 
brary, unions representing teachers and college 
instructors, local schools and the Terrace 
Standard. 
Hep C info session 
A CLINICAL research nurse who teaches phy- 
sicians and nurses how to deal with Hepatitis 
C is coming to Terrace next week to share her 
expertise with the public. 
Natalie Rock, who works at a Vancouver 
General Hospital hepatology clinic run by Dr. 
Frank Anderson, speaks Friday morning at the 
health unit. 
Rock teaches people how to manage Hepa- 
titis C. She also teaches emergency response 
workers, community support workers and coun- 
sellors and the general public. 
In 1997, there were 115 reported cases of 
Hepatitis C in northwest B.C. That was a sharp 
increase from 42 cases five years earlier. 
The virus is usually spread through direct 
blood to blood contact, and that's true of most 
new infections, although sharing syringes and 
other drug paraphernalia, nd body piercing 
and tattoo needles are other ways to pass on 
the infection. 
B.C.'s infection rate is four times higher 
than in the rest of the country. 
Rock's education session takes place from 
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the' health unit auditorium 
on Kalum Street, 
She'll cover living with Hepatitis C and its 
treatment, including how to read blood and 
liver ftmction tests, when to start treatment, 
and how to manage side effects. 
For more;tnformatton  the session, call 
the health umt at 638-2200, "~ r
Terrace pioneer mourned 
Floyd Frank leaves a legacy of greenspace and local history knowledge 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TERRACE LOST one if its best- 
known pioneers last week. 
Floyd Frank, a former dairy 
farmer who gave back so much to 
the community he helped build, 
died Jan. 11 at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
He was 97. 
In so many ways, Terrace is in 
his debt. 
One of the thunders of the Ter- 
race Cooperative Association, 
Floyd was also an alderman, bird 
watcher, songwriter, and local 
historian. 
Floyd compiled his memories 
of Terrace's earliest days and 
people in two books, 
He published My Valley's Yes- 
teryears in 1991, followed by 
More Skeena Memories in 1994. 
Floyd was also a valuable, and 
helpful, source of local knowledge 
for others seeking information on 
the early pioneers in the area. 
"If it wasn't for Floyd, a lot of 
that history wouldn't be out," 
long-time family friend and local 
history writer Yvonne Moen said 
Friday. 
"He had a lot of history to 
record," she said. "He was always 
so willing to share his 
knowledge." 
Moen said she'll remember 
Floyd for his lively sense of hu- 
mour, his warmth, and generosity. 
"He was a very special man." 
Floyd has left an environ- 
mental legacy to the people of 
Terrace, as well. 
In the 1970s, after his retire- 
ment, Floyd donated two acres of 
land to the city for use as park- 
land. 
Frank Park, located behind 
ieties of evergreen trees Floyd 
planted himself. 
Whenever he travelled to other 
parts of the province, he'd bring 
back a tree to plant on the acre- 
age. 
Just last summer Floyd and his 
family went back to Frank Park to 
see the results of recent restora- 
tion and maintenance work per- 
formed by volunteers. 
He was an avid bird-watcher, 
acting as an official counter for 
bird surveys for many years. 
Floyd was a songwriter, too. 
One, "Song of the Cohoe", was 
recorded by Canadian folk-country 
hero Stompin' Tom Connors, on 
the album, My Stompin' Grounds. 
Floyd and his wife Aileen were 
YVONNE MOEN PHOTO 
The Franks were one of the 
first non-aboriginal families to ar- 
rive in the Terrace area, which 
opened up in the early 1900s 
when the government began offer- 
ing preemptions of 160 acres to 
new settlers. 
Floyd was born Sept. 13, 1904 
in Port Essington, a once-bustling 
community at the mouth of the 
Skeena River. 
Floyd's mother and father, 
Mattie and Henry Frank, brought 
the family to the Kalum valley in 
1908, arriving by sternwheeler at
Eby's Landing. 
Floyd had two brothers, Ivan 
and Jack, and four sisters: Luella, 
Dorothy, Belle and Mildred. 
Floyd and three of his siblings 
• Skeena Sawmills and.running u.p members.:of..the committee that formed half of the entir¢ school 
the escarpment to the Old Cemet, helped found Heritage Park Mu- population when the first school- 
ery, contains many different var- seum. house opened up at Kitsumkalum. 
THE ADULT Frank children in a family portrait. In the back row are sisters Luella (left to right), Doro- 
thy, Belle, and Mildred. Brothers Ivan (left to right), John and Floyd are in the front row. 
As a young man, Floyd tried 
his hand at logging, and spent a 
couple of winters in the mid-1920s 
working at the post office. 
But farming life beckoned the 
young outdoorsman, and he joined 
his father Henry and his brother 
Ivan in a dairy farm operation. 
When the Franks found it ex- 
pensive to purchase feed for the 
herd, Floyd helped organize local 
farmers so they could ship it in 
themselves, a move that saved a 
lot of money. 
The local Farmers Institute, a 
cooperative association, was so 
impressed they named Floyd 
manager. 
He was also instrumental in 
forming the Terrace Cooperative 
Association, serving as president, 
along with other executive posi- 
tions. 
He held membership number 1. 
The Frank Farm weathered the 
Great Depression and the Second 
World War, providing a much- 
needed service to the growing 
town. 
In 1934, he met a young school 
teacher from Victoria named Ai- 
leen Longworth. 
They married in 1938. Their 
union lasted more than 63 years. 
Floyd, whose eyesight failed 
him in his later years, moved to 
Terraceview Lodge in 1997. Ai- 
leen visited him every day, 
Floyd had recently been flown 
to Prince George for medical 
treatment but returned to Terrace 
Jan. 6, and admitted to Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
He is survived by his younger 
sisters, Belle Watt of Calgary and 
Mildred Woods of Terrace, wife 
Aileen, their four children, Bob, 
Norman, Jim and Patricia, 10 
grandchildren and three great- 
grandchildren. 
A funeral service was held yes-. 
terday at the Salvation Army 
church. It was officiated by Tom 
Harris. 
Floyd Forester Frank will be 
laid to rest at the Old Cemetery, 
next to Frank's Field, part of the 
family's original homestead. 
Family values tested in TLT comedy 
By JENNIFER LANG 
IT'S EASY to blame your 
parents for ruining your 
life. 
But, as the brother arid 
sister team in this season's 
dinner theatre production 
Drinking Alone prove, it's 
awfully hard not to. 
Laundromat owner Joe 
(Jason Marshall) and his 
brassy, TV news anchor 
sister (Dawn Johnson), are 
expecting a visit from their 
estranged father, Ivan. 
Played by Kitimat's 
award-winning Gerry 
Steubing, Ivan is some 
piece of work. He's a sim- 
mering, sarcastic night- 
mare who's impossible to 
please. 
Or is he7 Joe thinks 
he's got a sure-fire formula 
for parental approval: he 
hires an escort (Robin 
Hoilett as Renee) and tries 
passing her off as his fian- 
cee. 
As preposterous a that 
sounds, the play demon- 
strates a plausible, internal 
logic as the bubbly, irre- 
pressible Renee (it's as if 
someone crossed Marylin 
Monroe with Mary Tyler 
Moore), who's game to 
meet the challenge, walks 
through the minefield of 
family dysfunction with 
aplomb. 
Of course, it probably 
helps that it's not her own 
family. 
She even finds an unli- 
kely ally in stepmom 
Phyllis (newcomer Carol 
Zucchiatti). 
While the set-up of 
Drinking Alone - penned 
by Canadian Norm Foster 
- is pure sitcom, this Ter- 
race Little Theatre produc- 
tion goes for something 
quite a bit deeper. 
Under the direction of '  Alone aims for your funny 
gifted local comic actor bone, hits It, and then 
Joe Zucchiattl, Drinklng grabs for your heart. 
COMMUNICATION breakdown: Gerry Steubing, Jason Marshall and Dawn 
Johnson play family members in Drinking Alone. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
It opens Jan. 25 at the 
Skeena Valley Golf avd 
Country Club. See City 
Scene on page B2 for 
showtimes. Tickets at Uni- 
globe Courtesy Travel. 
B2- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 16, 2002 
CITY SCENE TheTerraceStaada'lsnowl Jonline ' w ,lerraceslandard.c0m 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advertising InformMton. 
BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Spank, from Vancouver, plays to Jan. 19. live party music night- 
ly. Ladies night Thursday, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha plays the smooth soulful sounds of today's pop and 
country hits Fridays and Saturdays, 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance night club. No cover. Karaoke 
Sundays and Mondays. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Kootenay Konspiracy, a five piece band, plays to Jan, 26. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Friday Night Karaoke, 8 p,m. Jam sessions 
featuring a live band every Saturday night, 5 p.m, start. Members and bona fide 
guests. New members welcome, 
THEATRE 
You ordered a fiancee from an escort service? The Terrace Little Theatre 
presents its dinner theatre production, Norm Foster's Drinking Alone. When a 
i~ . ' t  Dr ink~ 
i~iil & Drive I~o&. 
iii:il I Ou, eREE Co~,.,~ : ~ i ( $ o t  ~s i l i ,~: :~~~o.~ .=r--~'-~,:~il, ~ 
man is forced to hire a fiancee to impress his father, the laughs abound. Jan. 25 and 
26, Feb. 1, 2, and 7-9 at the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. Doors open 6 
p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Show starts at 8 p.m, Tickets at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 
Reserved seating. 
LECTURE 
The New War: International affairs analyist Gwynne Dyer speaks on terror- 
ist groups and the international campaign against terrorism atthe R,E,M. Lee 
STOP IN AT THE 
THORNHILL  PILl 
Lots Of Room. Great Atmosphet 
The o~lx LOG CABIN PUB IN THE NORTHWES 
Check Out Our New Menul 
k 
~pORTHEI  
,MOTOR ~ 
| ~ I~ OPeN 6 A~- 
Theatre Jan, 25 at 7:30 p.m. Admission by donation. THIS photograph by Pat German is one of the works featured at Ili:i:~!i:i:iiiiiii~i~ii~:!!i~i~i~,:~i~ii~i:~i~i~::iii~:~ iii~/~: iiil ii~i:/ ~i~i i !~!~!~i~i~/~!!~ii!iii~iii~ii~:!i!~iiiii~iii~iii~iiiiii~Ji~ii~i] 
Terrace Art Gallery's 2002 photography exhibition. Iili;i::i;ii;!i~::~ ;  ................... ~::::,,,~::~:.::::%3086Highwa~;~;16~;;;;;; ! 
iii i i ::i::i:: :ii ::::~;::i::? "! ................ ::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::: ~:::; i~::: ~iii: : :~:::~i~:~:~ ,: i:i: ~:i~ii: ~i~!i~ ~!.. i li::::i!!:: i iiii:.ii:: ::i:: ::: V IS U A L A R T S I ii' ii ,i',', ii iii!ii  :': :i' i iiiiii      e  !',i !a:!::e iiii',iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
from noon to6 p.m. and Sunday from 1tO4 p,m. " ; iiiii!iiii i!ii! !iiii:.° -- - iiiiiiii;!!i !i!iiiiii iiiii!ii!!  ; i !!i ;          iiii! iii    ii iiiii!iiii!i i  i- )1
The Terrace Art Gallery hosts its 2002 Photography exhibition until Jan. 27. Make the SCENE: Call 638.7283 or fax to 638.8432 to add your event to 
Featuring local works. Art Gallery Hours: Wed. to Sat. from noon to 4 p.m., Friday the Standard's free entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
( ~  SwAwFEewWayA.Y m
FRIDAY, JANUARY 18 the Terrace Public Library Jan, 27, Join us in 
ERRACE 
www.terraceautomal l .com 
] i n fo@terraceautomal l . com ............................................................ munlty Hall, 42 km north of Terrace on Kalum 
,, Lake Drive, From 8-11 a,m, Presented by the 
' -" The Terrace Standard Rosswood Community Association, For info call STANDARD advertising@ terracestandard.com 
a~ressuu Terrace Women and Development annual Your website/email pot luck brunch meeting Sunday, Jan. 20 at 11 
could be here! a,m.-2 p,m, at 4803 Welsh Ave, This group does 
fund raising for womens' projects in developing 
Contact us at 638-7283 countries, For more info call Ester at 638-0488. 
JANUARY 20.26 
Skeena River Players Is looking for persons 
to participate In workshop readings for 
O'Keefe, a play creation project about residen- 
tial school, Needed are 4-6 young males aged 15- 
20 and a white, middle-aged man, Priority will be 
given to those with previous acting experience 
and/or well-developed reader skills. A modest 
honorarium is available. Participants must be 
available during the week of Jan. 20 to 26 for 
2-4 reading sessions of about 3 hours, If you are 
interested, call Marianne at 635-2942, 
MONDAY, JANUARY 21 
The Rosewood Community Association 
hosts Its monthly general meeting at 7 p.m. 
in the community hall, Everyone welcome and the 
coffee will be on, For info call 635-8806, 
Are you or someone you know living with a a scavenger hunt, Bring your parents, search for 
Hepatitis C Infection? Come to an education clues, win prizes and take in a puppet show. 
session at the Northern Health Authority audi- From 1:30-2:30 p.m, Free, but register in per- 
torium from 9:30-11:30 a.m. and learn about son at the library or by phone at 638-8177, 
treatment and living well from clinical research 
i~r~e~Na.ta!ie. Rock. Presented by the Hap=it s.: i ::. :~ . .PUBL IC  SERVICE  ~ : 
c-Project and the Northern Health Unit, Call the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
health unit at 638-2200 for more info. ' ANN O U N C E M E N TS  
Free employment program for older work- 
SUNDAY, JANUARY 20 era, Learn computer skills, network with employ. 
Pancake Breakfast at the Rosswood Corn- ers and get started on an effective employment 
strategy in a new program at InterConnect for 
workers who aged 55 and older. It starts Jan, 
21. Call 635-7995 to make an appointment to 
635-8806. discuss your participation and eligibility. Spon- 
sored by HRDC and the Ministry of Advanced 
Education, 
Make a NEW YEAR'S resolution 
to visit the Lee more often. We have, 
lots of wonderful entertainment... .::I; 
Jan. 25'~'. Sp~ak~ ¢!::~nii~ye[ ~(~ii!h:a!!~i~:~:~wn 
.•::::: :. Mllitar~ Analy~t:i!~iT'.30 p:::~!~:i!;:••Fi~:6::~d:~j~sion 
Feb 2!': : Hdbkey M0~;ii~:H~key Dhd:?:A funny story 
.... : b!love, spqrt~:andilinagic na hockey arena, 
8:00 p,m, !ilTi~l(ets:~vallable at Erwin s Jewellers 
th Feb 15 - Peters Drury:Tflo- From Whitehorse, 
a big band in miniaturel 
8:00 p,m.. Tickets available at Erwin's Jewellers 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin's House of 
Fine Jewellery 
In the Skeena Mall 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
Unlglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 23 
The First Nations Education Centre invites 
you to celebrate Family Literacy Month. 
Please join us Jan. 23 from 6:30.8 p.m. for First 
Nations stories, crafts and bannock, The Centre 
is located at the back of Clarence Michlel Ele- 
mentary school, Use the back entrance, 
THURSDAY. JANUARY 24 
The Skeena Multlculturallsm Diversity Pro- 
ject meets at 5:15 p,m, at the BCGEU office. 
Everyone is welcome to attend. For more infor- 
mation, call Maria at 635-5931, 
FRIDAY. JANUARY 25 
Come to a Multlculturel Gathering at the 
Family Place, at 7 p,m, Jan. 25, We will make 
our own pinatas - for the multicultural potluck 
dinner in February, Come and share new Ideas 
and plans for the entertainment portion of the 
potluck dinner, Maybe you - or someone you 
know - would like to perform a cultural song or 
dance at the dinner, Please come and get in- 
volved, Volunteers needed to collect donations 
and to help organize the event, Call Ewe at 635- 
0664, 
The New War: International affairs analyst 
Gwynne Dyer speaks on terrorist groups and 
the international campaign against terrorism at 
the R,E,M, Lee Theatre Jan, 25 at 7:30 p,m. Ad- 
mission by donation, 
~,, SUNDAY. JANUARY 27 
," Celebrate National Family Literacy Day at 
New hours, new days, at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre. We will now be 
open Fridays and Saturdays, New hours of 
operation: Tuesday to Saturday from 9:30 a,m. 
to 4 p,m,, starting Jan, 15, Call 638-0228, 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank's January 
distribution continues to Jan. 17. The distribu- 
tion centre is located at 4647 Lazelle Ave,, rear 
entrance, Bring ID for you and your dependents, 
S-Z, Jan. 16 and anyone missed Jan, 17. The 
above order will be enforced so please some on 
the right day, Donations can be made through 
your church or at the Bargain Shop, Safeway 
and Overwaitea. Or add a B.C, Sharing Coupon 
to your grocery bill when shopping at Safeway 
and Overwaitea, Donations can be mailed to the 
Terrace Churches Food Bank C/O 4012 Ander- 
son St, Terrace, B.C, V8G 2T2, 
Children's Library programs: Tales for Twos • 
(Tuesdays from 10-11 a.m,) begins Jan, 22. 
Preschool Stow Time (ages 3-5 on Wednes- 
days or Thursdays from 10-11 a.m,) begins Jan. 
23 and 24, All programs run for six weeks, Class 
size limited, Register at the library or by phone 
at 638.8177. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
THURSDAYS 
GREATER TERRACE BEAUTIFICATION 
SOCIETY meets every first Thursday of the 
month at city hall in council chambers from 7-9 
p,m, The society's mission statement is to foster 
individual responsibility for beautification and 
tidiness. Receipts for charitable donations, For 
more Info call Chris at 638-1049. 
TOPS (Take off Pounds Sensibily) meets 
Thursday evenings at the Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium, Weigh in starts at 6 p.m,, meeting at 
7:30 p.m, Come for a free visit, For more info 
call Joan at 635-0998. 
TERRACE PARENTS for French meet the 
last Thursday of each month at 7 p,m. at Kitl 
K'Shan school staff room, Call 635-0135, 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets the sec. 
end and fourth Thursday of each month at 7 p.m, 
at 3302 Sparks, Drop In, For more Info call Rose 
Marie at 635-6985 or Craig 635.0049, 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters holds a 
board meeting the third Thursday of every 
month at 3237 Kalum St, at 7:30 p,m. They're 
looking for volunteers and board members, Con- 
tact Lois at 635.4232 for more Info. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB meets the 
second and fourth Thursday of every month, 
They get started Oct. 10 at 7:30 p.m, at the 
Legion, Newcomers are welcome, 
Box 865 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
250-635-2542 
NOTICETO MEMBERSHIP,, 
ANNUAL GENE  
MEETING 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
A notice to the membership of the 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club, 
an Annual  General Meeting will take place 
Sunday,  January  20, 2002 
7 pm at the  C lubhouse  
The purpose of the meeting is the 
election of directors. 
Baby's Name: 
Queenie Nora Alice 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
Janaury 18, 2002 at 8:55 p.m, 
Weight: 8Ibs. 4 oz. &~.x: Female 
Parents: Matthew Wesley 
& Susan Az~ 
Baby's Name: 
Sarah Marie 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January I0, 2002 at 7:58 a.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. 9½ oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Tom & Lisa Kalis 
Baby's Name: 
Logan Al~a 
Date & Time of Birth: 
December 27, 2001 at 3:51 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Danika & Mlteh Shinde 
Baby's Name: 
Joshua Adam 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 8, 2002 at 10i37 a.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Adam &Charlene Brown 
Baby's Name: 
Baby Boy Takhar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 7, 2002 at 9:23 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: lldnder & 
Ilarpreet Talthar 
Baby's Name: 
Meadow Emily 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 30, 2001 at 11:00 p.m. 
Weight: 6Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Glno & Shelly Carplno 
Little sister for Nicolas 
E~rthern  Drugs' Baby Club and 
~bWborn  will receive their first 
 und Teddy Bear 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,C, 
Seniors enjoyed Christmas spirit 
NOW THAT Christmas and New 
Year's are behind us, I would like 
to send out a few thank-yous. 
Being a senior citizen now, 
over the holidays I was very fortu- 
nate to take in a few of the free 
seniors Christmas dinners offered 
in the community. 
I think this is absolutely won- 
derful to have 
the opportunity 
to attend these 
special events, 
sponsored by 
wonderful and 
g iv ing mer- 
chants  and 
groups in our 
community. 
First, a huge 
thank-you goes 
out to George 
and Gail Mun- 
son of the North- 
em Motor Inn. 
Dec. 5, 2001 - wow! what an 
evening. The Munsons go all out. I 
believe this was the 20th year the 
Northern has sponsored this event. 
A huge thank you to George 
and Gail and staff. 
On Dee. 10, 2001, around 46 
seniors attended a delicious turk- 
YVONNE MOEN 
ey dinner sponsored by George 
Demedeiros and the Bargain 
Shop. Thanks to everyone there, 
and the other local businesses that 
contributed. 
Last, but not least, on Dec. 13, 
the Terrace Air Cadets supplied 
two busses to take seniors around 
the city to view the wonderful 
Christmas light dis- 
play. After the tour, we 
were taken to the 
cadet hall at the air- 
port for some lovely 
refreshments. Thanks 
to everyone for a won- 
derful evening. 
It's events like these 
and the good people 
who go out of their 
way to do so many 
nice deeds for others 
that makes me think 
we in Terrace are for- 
tunate to have people 
like these that are so generous 
even in these distressing times. 
Thank you to everyone for the 
wonderful evenings and your kind- 
ness. 
I hope everyone had a great 
and happy New Year. 
l n i l l  
Back in September, Margaret 
Cooper asked me to come over to 
the Willows Apartments on 
Kalum to judge patio flower dis- 
plays. 
Over the summer, the residents 
decorate their own little patios, 
some with fresh arrangements of
flowers, others tastefully decorate 
with artificial flowers or orna- 
ments. 
The first-place winner for most 
colourful patio went to 91-year-old 
Margaret Caddy in Apt. 209. 
Second place went to Gisela 
Woeste in Apt, 304. 
Third place went to Ann Hry- 
cyk in Apt. 104. 
Honourable mention was awar- 
ded to Leonie Duplessis in Apt. 
110. 
The first prize for best artificial 
flower display went to Helen 
Windsor in Apt. 109. 
The most unique decorated 
patio went to Dorothy Hippisley in 
Apt. 205. 
On Sept. 17, I was kindly invi- 
ted to the Northern Motor Inn for 
the dinner and presentation of 
awards. The awards were supplied 
by B.C. Housing and the Willows 
tenants' association. 
: . .~ : :~:  . . . . . . .  
Margaret Caddy 
Thanks again to everyone for 
the opportunity. 
I would also like to send out 
belated birthday greetings to two 
special friends at the Willows. 
Tilly Roders turned 93 on Dec. 
27 and Helen Windosr had her 
80th birthday on Dec. 30. 
Both are very dear friends. 
Asian ensemble wins over the west 
CONTRIBUTED 
THE KITIMAT Concert 
Association's upcoming 
presentation showcases the 
Khac Chi Ensemble, a 
Vancouver-based group 
that's bringing the sounds 
of Vietnam to an eager 
new audience in North 
America - and beyond. 
The group is an unpar- 
alleled Far Eastern musi- 
cal sensation. 
The performers weep 
audiences back thousands 
of years in time to ancient 
Vietnam, where instru- 
ments such as the zither- 
like dan bau, bamboo tab- 
ular tubes, flutes, drums, 
paddies, shells and even 
cupped hands evoke musi- 
cal themes of love, work, 
relationships and nature - 
traditional to the culture, 
yet entirely unique in 
style . . . . .  
Come to the Mount Eli- 
zabeth ..Theatret Saturd.ay, 
Jan. 49  at 8 p,ha. and :let '!': 
yourself be swept away by 
melodies that are tranquil, 
sweet and curiously haunt- 
ing while your eyes take in 
an array of rare instru- 
ments and luminous silk 
costumes customary of the 
Vietnamese culture. 
Bich is credited as the 
first woman to ever play 
the ko ni. The ko ni is a 
two-string stick fiddle 
where silk threads are at- 
tached to a disc that is 
held in the mouth, so that 
the mouth can serve' as the 
Take in an array of rare instruments 
and luminous silk costumes. 
You may even be 
called upon to participate 
to round out this exotic 
evening out. 
Credit for this ensem- 
ble's unique style is given 
to its leader, Khac Chi, 
and his wife Ngoc Bich, 
who are both accom- 
plished and well-known 
performers in their home 
country of Vietnam. 
Chi was an award-win- 
ning composer in Vietnam 
and is considered the 
wor.ld's premier virtuoso on 
the/dan baul : : i 
resonating chamber for the 
instrument. 
After winning numerous 
musical accolades in Viet- 
nam, they formed their en- 
semble in the late 1980s 
and toured in Russia, 
Japan, Europe, the U.S. 
and Canada. 
It was after performing 
at the 1992 Vancouver 
Folk Music Festival and 
realizing the cultural free- 
dom that Canada has to 
offer they decided to fore- 
go life inHan0i ,ah~. make 
Vancouver thdii: fi0me.:- 
CORRECTIC:)N 
"The Holiday Time Is Here" 
seat sale advertisement for Air Canada 
Regional Inc. published in the January 9th 
issue of The Terrace Standard stated that the 
fares were based on return-trip travel from 
Smithers. The advertisement should have 
shown departure and fares from Terrace. 
Air Canada Regional Inc. was not responsible for 
this error in any way and sincerely regrets any 
inconvenience this may have caused its customers. 
i 
PROOF OF AGE IS REQUIRED J 
Successful operation of this club :requires parent VOLUNTEERS 
i i 
~EAT THE ODDS "~ 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
Arrn yourself with 
latest lung 
facts from 
the B.C. 
Lung 
Asmdation. 
~ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009.  S ta t ion  D 
Vancouver, B.C. V61 4M2 
Since then, the Khac 
Chi Ensemble has per- 
formed at many prestigious 
fest iva ls ,  including 
WOMAD festivals in Eng- 
land and the U.S. 
They are now highly re- 
spected performers both in 
Vietnam and in the west- 
ern world. 
A recent excerpt from 
Vancouver's news and en- 
tertainment weekly, The 
Georgia Straight, hails 
Khac Chi Ensemble's sec- 
ond and latest CD as "A 
fascinating and often 
beautiful album, Spirit of  
V ie tnam is destined to 
greatly enhance Vancou- 
ver's reputation as one of 
the hotbeds of Asian music 
on this continent". 
This CD was chosen to 
be part of the Smithsonian 
Institution's world music 
collection. 
Performing only in Kiti- 
mat on Saturday, Jan. 19 
at 8 p.m. sharp at the 
Mount Elizabeth Theatre. 
Tickets are available at 
Book Masters in Kitimat 
or at the door on the night 
of the show. 
Visit our website for ad- 
ditional information on this 
and our other concerts: 
www.kitimatconcerts.com 
: i :  iil ! : :i i!; :: 
thern . , 
.:," :. :. : ' ;  . .. . . ! , :  , :  - .  
Skeena Mall- Te 
GLASSES and CONTACTS 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP" 
* Flexon 
• Nordic Ki~ 
• Polo 
• Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
7:oPI 
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!iii 
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~:~!~!~!i~.E~!zii~i~:.~>.:.~ ........ . II I=1 [......... I I ~ ............ :~z:::::slii!ii::i!i~E::::::i~i::!i 
~[m_J '~L~BI& ~, ,~ Dry  
SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
*BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
*AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
*PAINT BOOTHS *VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Inaus~ial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1132 
p.dces move In one d rect on UP, 
I I . ~ l u r e -  ~ol~]£Je~_ou~ I , , IB te  T,,ck&N~aZ&Z.~t.Trai~,~satY~Senc'ce! 
I I ~ 'nm.  :~yo.~,oc, I ~ • Across town or the country 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~'v . . . . . . . . . .  • Will ass/st or load for you 
I I~~'~;;SELLINEYO'URMERCHANDISE I , J~L~ ° • Reasonable Rates 
, ,  : , o )  , , . , , ,  I # J IE I~  ~-866-615-0002 
i P, l~_ l  v ~ v r_u. ( zflu_) o~._:*~flz . I ~I  I ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUM . tax. (250) 635.4000 ~, .~.,:~,~; . . . . :~ ....... ,~ , ~-~ ...... 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Servin& the Northwe:# since 1980 
Piano 'runine: 
Complete Rebulrding 
Regulating & Sa]e~ 
Plano T~er~fl.e~edmklon, 
Jo~ Cooseman~ 
(250) 635-9275 
Masonry  & Const ruct ion  
RREPL4OE~, CHIMN='VS, BRICK, Sl]~IE, SRICO0, PAINTING 
BRtW/JJ~ RE]VOVATIONS, CARI~WRY, CERAMICS 
PHIFAX Horly 638-1095 
3254 KoE~J Dr., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3P7 
I ' f  . . . .  I . . . . .  I ' i / j  I l ift I I " "  I " ~" 
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Lakelse Community Association 
Annual General Meeting 
Sunday, January 27, 2002 
Mount Lay'ton Hot Springs Resort 
2:00 p.m. 
Information: lan at 798-9500 
I ~  Course conten ! will accomodate . 
I ~ r ~ Y  / Beginner Level I & Intermediate Students 
~ Instructor'Nancy Lamming 
/ ~ ; ~ r ~ a n u a r y  28- Mon., April 8 
I ~ Time: ~ , -  9:30 p.m. 
I ~ Location: Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
I ** .usT PRE-REG,STER** 
I I|~, ~, " ~  more in format ion,  or 
I/~!~ ~ s t e r ,  p lease call 
~.....::~.~ ~-~'~" ........ ..,w~.~ %~! :  
)oors  Open 
Jan. 25 t 6 :o0 p.m. 
Feb. 1~ ocktails 
; :30 p.m.  7,8 & 
Tickets 
r 7 :00  p.m. 
v 8 :00  p.m, 
Skeena Valley 
Awl lab le  ot  Go l f  
Un lg lo l~  Courtesy and  Count ry  C lub  
I ~ O u r  off idat ticket outlet is . . . . .  Courtesy "rmvel J [ J r~.~g~_ ~. 
4718A Lazel[e Ave+ 
Sandman 
i i0rtLs t~s  SU,TES 
(250) 635-9151,  Toll Free 1-800-SANDMAN 
4828 H ighway ! 6 West, Terrace 
(250) 635-6855,  (250) 635-7369 After Hours  
Toll-Free 1 -800-227-7368 
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SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
: ;SKE.ENA/A NGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Farm Harm 
here are many compelling reasons 
T why you and yours should avoid eat- 
ing salmon manufactured by the 
aquaculture biz. On the political 
level, buying farmed fish supports a 
burgeoning, poorly regulated industry that poses 
a grave danger to the miraculous natural mar- 
ine ecosystem that has sustained what we now 
call coastal British Columbia for millennia. 
Look at effluent. A salmon farm of 200,000 
fish, operating on the "pollution solution 
through dilution" principle releases an amount 
of fecal solids roughly equivalent to a town of 
62,000 people. That's a burg quadruple that of 
Terrace, folks. Seeking to avoid ocean storms, 
fish farms look for beautiful, sheltered places 
like calm inlets and bays for their installations, 
places where the ocean currents can't be depen- 
ded upon to disperse fish feces, with the result 
that most of the drek carpets the sea floor turn- 
ing a rich marine garden into a dead zone. 
The other, and perhaps more insidious, form of 
marine pollution oozing from fishy farms, are 
the fish themselves. When fish farming was ori- 
ginally given the green light in B.C., those of us 
mightily concerned with the introduction of ex- 
otic fish to our waters were assured that they 
• wouldn't find their way into the sea. Yeah, well, 
in the last 10 years approximately 400,000 At- 
lantic pseudo-salmon have escaped to the wild. 
When it became widely known that these fac- 
tory fish were going over the wall, we were told 
they wouldn't survive. And, when they survived, 
the industry found apologist biologists wh 9 said 
the fugitive fish wouldn't spawn. Ighodng'the 
speculative theories of these biostitutes, the fu- 
gitive Atlantics acted in accordance to their 
raison d'etre, behaved just like every other liv- 
ing organism, and reproduced. 
Atlantic salmon now swim in seventy-seven 
streams on this coast, something we need to be 
alarmed about since those industrial salmonids 
are potential disease vectors. In Norway, be- 
tween 1989 and 1992, farm fish infected with 
frunculosis escaped and spread that disease to 
550 other farms and 20 Norwegian rivers. In the 
1990s, Infectious Salmon Anemia, the fishy 
equivalent of hoof-and-mouth disease, spread 
through farms in Scotland and New Brunswick, 
leading to the slaughter of 1.2 million fish in the 
latter jurisdiction. 
Fish farms are lousy, an unsavoury feature 
which appears to have critical implications for 
wild stocks. When you crowd critters, you send 
out an invitation to parasites. Fish farms are fer- 
tile fields for sea lice, five of which can debili- 
tate a juvenile salmon, 10 of which will kill it 
outright. Fisheries experts uch as Ireland's Dr. 
Paddy Gargan believe the salmon farm/sea lice 
threat "can be greater" than other biological 
and genetic threats associated with fish farms. 
In Scotland and Norway recent research as 
shown that in the spring time sea lice actually 
boost their production of larvae, which then dis- 
charge and drift away from the fish farm. Any 
wild smelts leaving the rivers must pass through 
a veil of parasites in order to get out to the open 
sea, and are consequently infected in high num- 
bers. On the east coast of Scotland, where there 
are hundreds of fish farms, the netsmen who 
once made their living catching 100 wild fish a 
day during the peak migration times are gone, 
and the wild salmon are going. 
Last summer, large numbers of wild juvenile 
pink salmon were infested with lethal loads of 
sea lice as they left coastal rivers and migrated 
past densely-packed fish farms in the Broughton 
Archipelago, northeast of Vancouver Island. As 
corporate aquabiz looks to expand with the 
blessing of the BC government, we'll soon face 
the same problem as the Norwegians and Scots. 
If you're still unconvinced that the consump- 
tion of farmed fish is wrong because it supports 
the woes cited above, consider the fact that 
European scientists have discovered that farmed 
fish, besides carrying lice and fish diseases, are 
packing more than their share of dioxins. 
Fish feed for farm fish is made up of trawl- 
caught bottom fish. It takes 3 to 5 kilos of these 
wild fish to produce one kilo of phony salmon, 
This is not only unsustainable, but many of the 
fish species used to make feed are packing in- 
dustrial wastes. 
These substances, many of them banned but 
persisting in the environment, climb up the food 
chain to haunt us. Scientists have discovered 
that background amounts of these neural toxins, 
not only cause learning disabilities in children -
who are particularly susceptible by the way - 
but they depress our immune systems making us 
more likely to catch flus, infections and cancer. 
Before you buy that superficially appealing 
slab of dyed Atlantic salmon at your local food 
mart, consider all these things. 
Caveat Emptor. 
PORTS 638-7283 
Curling finals here delight fans 
MacLeod wins second B.C. title 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE FINAL of the Senior Ladies provincial 
curling championships here last Saturday gave 
curling fans a game to remember. 
Last year's provincial champions, the Me 
MacLeod rink from Golden Ears Curling Club 
in Maple Ridge, faced a tough come-back 
team in the final. 
Charlotte West's rink from the Royal City 
Curling Club in New West Minster, came 
back in the final ends of the two games played 
prior to the final. 
In the semi-final they faced Kamloops' Wa- 
silyk rink. West was down 5-1 after seven ends 
' and came back with two in the eighth and two 
steals in both the ninth and tenth ends to 
clinch the spot in the final. 
Facing a tough and experienced MacLeod 
rink the West team managed to give them a 
run for their money. 
Going into the ninth end West was only 
down by two, it was still anybody's game. 
But with one rock left, Me MacLeod came 
out of the hack with a vengeance. 
She threw a wide open takeout for four, 
clinching her second provincial title by a score 
of 11-5. 
"My stomach was turning a little bit at the 
end because I knew if I got that hit we'd win," 
said MacLeod after the victory. "I'm very 
happy, the team played so well all week." 
Last week's provincials were the second 
Senior Championships hosted by the Terrace 
Curling Associa- 
tion. The last 
time was in 
1992. 
Nine district 
winners from 
across British 
Columbia con- 
verged in Ter- 
race to compete 
for the right to 
represent B.C. at 
the Canadian 
Championship. 
Terrace's own 
Lyn Apolczer 
rink represented 
the northwest 
zone in the 
championships. MO MacLeod 
Lynn Apolc- 
zer, Linda Kawinsky, Marnie Matthews and 
Mary Rauter make up the local team. 
But the ladies came up with a disappointing 
performance losing each of their round robin 
games. 
Other teams included the Sivucha rink from 
Kelowna, Nelson's Lois Cutler rink, the Mer- 
riam rink from Duncan, the Adams rink from 
Esquimalt and Chilliwack's Griffith rink. 
And by all accounts the provincial tourna- 
ment was a great success. 
"The ice was great, the volunteers here are 
I I  All tied up 
TERRACE's River Industries Peewee Rep team 
took on Smithers in a pair of games here last 
weekend. Friday's game was a close one ending 
in a 5-5 tie. Saturday's action-packed game had 
Terrace down 3-2 after two p'eriods. Pictured 
above, Terrace puts on the offensive pressure 
during the third frame, scoring one moreto tie 
this one 3-3. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Swim meet promises to make a splash 
THE TERRACE Blueback 
are gearing up for what 
promises to be an action- 
packed swim meet this 
weekend. 
The annual Terrace 
Dental all level regional 
swim meet is set to go this 
Saturday and roughly 120 
swimmers will be in the 
pool throughout the day. 
"It's the last qualifying 
meet for some of the kids 
for provincial meets," said 
Blueback coach Mike 
Carlyle. 
The team's Thomas De- 
metzer is gearing up for 
youth nationals and coach 
Carlyle expects the young 
man should qualify in the 
backstroke vent. 
Terrace's Chris Morris 
will also be in the pool 
this weekend. That's just 
two weeks before he goes 
to the B.C. Senior Provin- 
cials Feb. 1-3. 
But the Dental Invita- 
tional isn't just about com- 
petitive swimming this 
year. 
"There are going to be 
a few additional events to 
challenge them this year," 
said Carlyle. 
The Bliaebacks will be 
running an event called an 
IM Switch. 
The individual medley 
(IM) is usually done in the 
order of butterfly, back 
stroke, breast stroke and 
freestyle. 
But in the IM switch, 
swimmers will draw which 
stroke to begin with out of 
a hat before the race is set 
to go. 
That means they'll have 
to approach the race with 
a different mental frame- 
work. 
"They'll switch what 
we call memory position- 
ing," said Carlyle. 
"They'll have to think 
about what they're doing 
and train their muscles to 
do it in a different order." 
The race will not be 
timed as a qualifying race, 
rather it's a chance for the 
participants to have some 
fun at the meet. 
A switch race will also 
be run in the relay. 
"They'll"have to keep 
the same order in the 
event, but the stroke they 
draw will be the stroke 
they swim," said Carlyle. 
ELLEN DAVIES, of the West rink, directs 
her teammates in the final of the B.C. Se- 
nior Ladies Curling Championships here 
last week. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
wonderful," said championship winner Me 
MacLeod. "It was awesome." 
Hoop 
tourney 
still on 
DESPITE escalated tea- 
chers' job action, the Ca- 
ledonia Extreme 2 basket- 
ball tournament is still, set 
to go.this weekend. : ~,-.:',, 
Beginning, Jan. 7 B.C. 
teachers stopped taking 
part in extra-curricular c- 
tivities, such as coaching 
sports teams, as they en- 
tered phase two of their 
job action. 
But Caledonia's girls 
basketball coach Bill 
Gook said last week he 
plans to go ahead with the 
tournament even though 
one team has already 
backed out. 
"There are some teams 
who won't be coming and 
we're trying to juggle 
things so we do have en- 
ough teams," Gook said 
last week. 
Eight teams were ori- 
ginally slated to take part 
in the second annual tour- 
nament scheduled for the 
18th and 19th. 
So far College Heights 
from Prince George has 
backed out and Gook said 
he anticipated that another 
Prince George team may 
back out as well. 
As of last week no other 
teams had yet declined the 
invitation, Gook said. 
Because Oook is an ad- 
ministrator and not part of 
the union he is able to stay 
on as the Cal's coach. 
Blue ends eight-week losing streak 
MIDGET HOUSE 
hockey returned to 
the Terrace Arena 
Jan. 7, after a 
three week break 
fo r  the  
holidays. Players 
came back well 
rested and eager 
to hit the ice. 
The Week 13 
schedule began 
with a Monday 
night match-up, 
which saw Team TYLER NOBLE 
Red take on Team 
Whi te .  These  
teams last met before the break seeing Red 
hold a 1-0 lead until the final minute when 
White scored to run away with a 1-1 tie. 
Team Red looked for a better result this 
time around and got off to a good start. At 8:45 
of the first, Chris Webb set up SPan Mahoney 
for his 17th marker of the season, Later in the 
period, Red's Jon Sarsiat recorded his 19th of 
the season at 2:32. After the opening frame it 
was 2-0 for Team Red. 
At 9:37 of the second, Red took a 3-0 lead 
on a goal from Hesten Sturko. So far, White 
wasn't looking good in their first game of 
2002. Down by 3 after 2, White had to get 
things going in the third. 
The final frame saw White finally got on 
the hoard. At 18:30, Tysen Leblond set up Ken 
Eyjolfson to narrow the lead to 3-1. At 13:34, 
those two teamed up again, this time with Le- 
blond being on the doorstep to redirect Eyjolf- 
son's set up pass. With the game sitting at 3-2 
White was pressing to tie. 
With just 3:49 to go, it happened 
again. Team White tied it up, this time with 
Ken Ejyoifson picking up his second of the 
game. Red had a power play in the dying 
stages of the period, but was unable to get the 
go-ahead goal. It was a close, physical battle 
that saw the Red and White teams tie 3-3. 
White hit the ice again for a Tuesday night 
game against Team Blue. Blue's been winless 
since November 19 and was looking for a big 
win against league-leading Team White. 
White controlled the game throughout the 
opening period, but Blue goaltender Darcy 
Ounnlaugson shut the door on everything to 
keep the game scoreless after 1. In the second, 
the game changed momentum with Team 
Blue's Ryan Beaulieu opening scoring. 
Team Blue continued in the third, with 
Branden Green scoring at 19:01 to put his 
team up 2-0. And they didn't stop there. At 
14:31, Ryan Beaulieu was back on the score- 
sheet, with his second of the game. Shortly 
thereafter, Branden Green scored once again 
and Blue was in control with a 4-0 score. 
Team White did score late in the third, but 
that was as close as they would get as Blue 
dumped White 4-1. 
Thursday night's game wasn't very exciting 
as Team Blue defeated Team Red 7-2. Ryan 
Beaulieu and Erie Hull picked up two goals 
each for Team Blue, while Jon Hidber and 
Jack Haworth scored the goals for Red. 
With a pair of victories in Week 13, Team 
Blue moved back into a tie for second place 
.with Team Red, trailing Team White by 6 
points. Each team has 14 games remaining be- 
fore the playoffs get underway in March. 
If you want to check out the fast-paced ac- 
tion of Midget House Hockey head to the Ter- 
race Arena Mondays and Thursdays at 9:15 
p.m. and Tuesdays at 7:45 p.m. 
Player of the week: Team Blue Goaltender 
Darcy Gunnlaugson who posted a 2-0-0 record, 
• with a 1,50 goals against average in a pair of  
solid performances in Week 13. 
4 i i 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word C lass i f ied  and  C lass i f ied  Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  V/hen a stat ho l iday  fal ls 
on  a Saturday,  Sunday or  Monday,  the dead l ine  ts 
Thursday  at 4 p.m. for  all d i sp lay  and c lass i f ied ads• 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & w~okond Adwrti~eJ:" 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~14,45"(In¢..95 GS'q 
(Standard & Adverbs•r) ~26,7~*(~.r,75 OST) 
*Additlenal words (over 20125¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12,4~ per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mall out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8,12 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.56 per column inch 
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the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone calls. $4.67 (+.33GET) 4 weeks (10 words max) 
For reg ional  coverage  p lace  your  d i sp lay  ad In the 
weekend ed i t ion  of the Weekend Advert iser .  
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The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers Ihat it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords an state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classlty or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to tha News Box Reply 
Sarvica, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are requosted not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the firs( publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advortlser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that there shall be no liability in sny event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
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THANKSGIVING 
Thanksgiving to Miraculous 
Infant Jesus of Prayers, We 
beseech thee to cast a merciful 
look on our troubled hearts. Let 
thy tender heart be inclined to 
pity, be softened by our prayers 
and grant us that grace which 
we ardently request (make 
request). Take from us the 
affliction and despair, the trials 
and misfortunes, with which we 
are laden, For the sake of thy 
sacred infancy hear our prayers 
and send us consolation and aid 
so that we may praise Thee with 
the Father and the Holy Ghost 
forever and ever Amen. 
Publication promised. 
J.M.F 
PRAYER FOR CONTROL 
OF CAI~CER AND THOSE' 
SUFFERING FROM THE 
DISEASE 
Almighty God, we beseech you 
to bestow your blessing and 
guidance on those who labour In 
the battle against cancer. Give 
increased knowledge and 
understanding to our doctors 
and scientists and all engaged 
In research and treatment. Grant 
that with your blessing, ever 
more effective ways may be 
discovered to combat this 
disease. Be with all those 
already afflicted or distressed. 
Ease their suffering and grant 
comfort and strength to them 
and all who are near and dear to 
them. Guide and direct all those 
who serve you so willingly and 
who minister of your healing 
gifts. Amen.  Publication 
promised. 
J,M.F 
)~ you •know.that... 
i1! Cottonwood crag,, Thornhill °635:77 
THANKSGIVING NOVENA 
Twenty four Glory Be To The 
Father Novena St. Therese, The 
Little Flowers, please pick me a 
rose from the Heavenly Garden 
and send It to mo with a 
message of love. Ask God to 
grant me the favour I thee 
Implore and tell Him I will love 
Him each day more and more. 
The above prayer, plus 5 Our 
Fathers, 5 Hall Marys, 5 Glory 
Be's must be said on 5 
successive days before 11 a.m, 
On the 5th day, the 5th set of 
prayers having been completed, 
offer one more set, 5 Our 
Fathers, 5 Hall Mary's, 5 Glory 
Be's. It works. 
J.M,F 
THE CHAPLET OF 
THE DIVINE MERCY 
(for private recitation on 
ordinary rosary bends) 
Begin with: 
Our Father..., Hall Mary..., 
The Apostles' Creed• 
Then, on the OUR FATHER 
BEADS you will say the 
following words: 
Eternal Father, I offer You 
the Body and Blood, Soul 
and Divinity of Your dearly 
beloved Son, Our Lord Jesus 
Christ, In atonement for our 
sins and those of the whole 
world. 
On the HAIL MARY BEADS 
you will say the following 
words', 
For the sake of His 
sorrowful Passion have 
mefoy on us and on the 
whole world. 
In conclusion, THREE TIMES 
you will recite these words: 
Holy God, Holy Mighty 
One, Holy immortal One, 
have meroy on u6 and on 
the whole world. 
i 
THANKSGIVING NOVENA 
Thanksgiv ing to  St. Jude, O Holy 
St. Jude, Apostle and Martyr, 
great in virtue and rich in 
miracles, near kinsmen of Jesus 
Christ. faithful intercession of all 
who invoke your special 
patronage in time of need. to 
you I have recourse from the 
depth of my heart and humbly 
beg to whom God has given 
such great power to come to my 
assistance. Help me in my 
present and urgent Detltlon. In 
return, I promise to make your 
name known, and cause you to 
be invoked. 5ay 3 Our Fathers, 3 
Hail Marys and 3 Glorias for 9 
days, Publish. These ~lovenas 
have never been known to fall, 
Publication promised. 
J.M.F 
PRAYER TO THE SHOULDER 
WOUND OF CHRIST 
0 Loving Jesus, meek Lamb of 
God, I, miserable sinner, salute 
and worship the most Sacred 
Wound of Thy Shoulder, on which 
Thou didst bear Thy heavy cross, 
which so tom Thy flesh and laid 
bare Th~ bones as to Inflict on 
Thee an anguish greater than 
any other woun~ On Thy Most 
Blessed Body. I adore Thee, 0 
Jesus most sorrowful: praise 
and glorify Thee, and give thanks 
for this most sacred and painful 
wound. Beseeching Thee by that 
excuratlng pain; and by the 
crushing burden of Thy heavy 
cross to be merciful to me, a 
sinner, to forgive me all my 
mortal and venial sins and to 
lead me on towards Heaven 
along the way of the cross. 
Amen, Publication promised. 
J.M,F 
THANKSGIVING NOVENA TO 
THE SACRED HEART 
Lord Jesus Christ. I consecrate myself 
today anew and withOUt reserve to 
your Divine Heart. I consecrate to You 
my body with all Its senses my soul 
with ell Its faculties, my entire being. I 
consecrate to You ell my thoughts, 
words end deeds, ell my sufferings 
end labours, all my nodes, 
consolations end Joys, In parUcular I 
consecrate to YOu this eoor heart of 
mine so that It may love only You and 
may be consumed as a victim In the 
fire of Your love, I Place my trust in 
YOU without reserve and I hope for the 
remission of my sins through Your 
Infinite mercy, I place within Your 
hands ell my cares and anxieties, ! 
promise to love YOU end to honor You 
till the last moment or mF life and to 
spread, as much as I can, devotion to 
Your mast Sacred Heart• Do wan me 
what you will, my Jesus. i deserve no 
other reward except Your greater Slow 
end Your Holy love. Take this offering 
of  myself and give me 8 •lace w i l l s  
Your Divine Heart forever, Amen. 
Publication promised. 
J.M,F 
PRAYER FOR 
MIRACLES 
The Lady of Miracles. The queen 
of our Hearts. Oh Mary, queen 
of our Hearts, Advocate of the 
Most Helpless cases, Mother so 
pure, so compassionate, Mother 
of divine love and full of divine 
love, I place In your tender 
hands the favour I ask of you 
this day. Behold our miseries, 
our hearts, our tears, our 
interior trials and sufferings, I 
know that you can hear me 
through the merits of your Divine 
Son Jesus Christ, 
I promise, if I am heard, to 
spread your glory and make you 
known under the title Mary 
Queen of our Hearts and queen 
of the Entire Universe, I beseech 
you to grant me this favour from 
your altar where each day you 
have given such manifold proof 
of your power and love for the 
health of the soul and the body. 
Oh Mary, queen of our Hearts, 
aak Jesus Christ our cure, our 
~ardon, and our final 
~rseverance, Oh Mary,,Queen 
of our hearts, please cure me 
es I have confidence in you, 
Amen, Publication promised, 
J.M,F 
BEGINNER WATERCOLOR 
and Technique Art Classes for 
10 weeks (10 classes) at 
Centennial Christian School. 
Starting Thursday January 24th, 
2002. 7 - 9:30pm by Rita G. 
Anderson, instructor, Call 250- 
615-5547 
MASTER YOUR spiritual 
Destiny through PAST LIVED, 
DREAMS, SOUL TRAVEL. Be- 
gin the advenure today• For free 
book call ECKANKAR, 1:800- 
LOVE-GOD, ask for book #F18. 
www.eckankar.om 
SEARS LAMINATE floors are 
B.C.'s best buyl $2,498q/ft. Life- 
time warranty, glueless, free de- 
livery. Bears card - 2 years no 
interest. 1-877-562-2828, ~n, vw.- 
~ears laminates .con~ ; .~ ~:.~., 
I Wh Io you were in your mother s . . . .  ] 
I ,Drab you coul~ a0r no, 0n~ ~i '~d 
l your molhar svoice nd heo,l-WW..;I 
I heal, but music, as well.'l~a ~'~1 
J womb con be a noisy piece ~"' ;~'''~';~ I 
| T.-,rroce Pro-l~ E¢lu~a l.~n Asm¢. / I ,o.s~,~,,., vso,,, / 
9- lapp 3 . . . . . . .  50 
Jig Gordbn 8g II 
i! i! gean Dixon 
~ !~ *ii~, ~i~ii:!::  . i~i:...~::!~i~!i~:~:~i! ! i;: 
.."~:ii~!~!i~:::.i~i ::~ . .~ . . . .  
....... ;~ ~::: ~{~ ~gi~:~ .~ ' -  ~- . . : ;~e;~. '  ' 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
:i~":' :":':':" ":P":':':':' :: :: :'::"". ':.:" ~ ....................... - ' '. ' ' " " ;~  
La~ i~l~/01Geml~Cq~¢~elq, 
Metaltysic~lea]h0jSpi~ual 8od¢, Tapes, Es~al 0ils, 
Sm~,, Ir<~se, A~ar S~,~es. ~ rr~ ~e. O~J~ 
Cla~s/~lW0~h0~. FdlDetais~e 
LAUREL BALLARD M~, Phd, 
Don  and  A la ine  Sparks are happy  to  
announce  the  engagement  of  the i r  daughter ,  ~ !i Angela Dawn Sparks to Kevin Eugene Letniak i I son to Ron and Connie Letnlak of i Concor t ,  A lber ta .  The wedd ing  wi l l  be  . 
i,, he ld  In Terrace on  June 30th ,  2002.  
210 BUSINESS :. 
PERSONALS :, 
:~ 
qvlargs ~ Junior  ~in ~(es arep~ased_ . - ~/~--~~. 
ro announce the engagement of tl~eir ~ "~. ".: 
:i dauShter,of  4arfa I f? 
: : :8~:~uno q' rres I , ~..:~ • )i ,, 
~:i:: 7: 33~ 3~ed'd~n,~ ro take place " 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 veers, Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
solidate debts, one low monthly 
payment, eliminate or reduce 
Interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
Ing, Credit Counselling Society 
of B•C•, Non profit service, 1. 
888-527.8999. 
rated beg service and m0sl a¢curale I 
psychics in Can~ in 1999 +2000 J 
• Career I 
• Relationships I 
• Spouse habits ~ I 
• Picking Lotto #'s 
• ~ in  2000 
1-900.451-4055 
~14 HU;  $~l.9@/mln. 18+ 
Debbie and 
Ernie Perkins 
are proud to 
announce the 
engagement of 
her daughter 
Tanya Lisa to Eric "Kurt" McCarron 
son of Vicky and Jim McCarr~n. Wedding to 
take place August 24th, 2002 'in Terrace. .~  ,I 
~ 2001, in Penticton on 
Okanagan Lake near bike 
• rentals, brlancstewart 
@ hotmall.com to identify. 
ENGRAVED WITH "Colleen" 
gold cross found in 'August 
Dom Chinenye Amanze, C.P.P PLM Consulting 
Christopher R. Bailey, C.P.P Fraser River Pile & 
Connie Kamboh, C.P.P Vancouver Port Aulhority 
Sannie Mei-Yi Lau, C.P,P Vancouver School Board 
Kathryn A, Lyon, C,P.P 
Arrif F. Meghji, C,P.P Treen Gloves & Safety 
Products Ltd, 
Dianne C. Postman, C,P.P Methanex Corp, 
Steve Revell, C.RP Alcan Primary Melal 
Group 
Stuart Roche, C.RP 
Jeffrey Frank Seip, C,RP Mustang Survival Corp, 
Rachel Galherine Smith: C.P,P Questaire 
Technologies 
Matilda Thien, G.P.P Cantor 
Sai Van Truong, C.P,P Mustang Survival Corp, 
Melinda Kim Westen 0tt, C,RP Scientific:Atlanta 
Canada Inc, 
Alfred M. Wong, C.P,P Talus' 
Dredge Ltd, 
Paul S. Dhaliwal, C.P.P Westcoast Energy 
William A. Fediw, C,P.P Greater Victoria School 
District #61 
Daniel W. Fung, C,RP Itera Technologies 
Stuart M, Greenhough, C, RP Regional Distrbt 0f 
Central 0kanagan 
Paul Gruber, C,RP BCAA 
Angels K, Hanson, C.RP Township 0fLangley 
Paul J, Harrison, C,P.P School DIstdd #42 
Mohammed Hassan, C.P.P Public Wo~s Government 
Services Canada 
Robed D. Hicks, C,P.P Vancouver International 
, Airport Aulhority 
Janice M. Ivanyi, C,P•P BC Gas 
The Purchasing Management Association of Canada (PMAC) is Canada's leading source of high caliber 
education and training in the Purchasing, Logistics and Supply Management field. The Certified 
Professional Purchaser (C.RR) designation is its highest degree, It is the most widely recognized and 
respected credential in the Supply Management field, 
I [  Stncere thank you to ell II 
I J  who Sent cards, floral I~  
~- arrangements, food and 
II helped In any way In the U 
I I  '°ss °f Garvln English' II 
English & Rae 
~ll~. ,,,mJlles .d.l~ 
• ,q., l - I t  
I NV  ITAT  io  N : :TC~. :T  E;N D E R 
Description I Reference I Closing Date 
BC Hydro invites fenders for the supply of E704.or-25 January 30. 2002 
Traffic ontrol services in tho Terrace area from Feb. 01/02 until Dec. 31103. 
Details available from the office of BC Hydro in Terrace al 5220 Keith Avonue. Terrace, 
S.C. V6G 4R5. Tel. (250) 638-5612 orFax (250) 638-5617. 
Sealed Tenders dearly marked with reforence number wiff be received at Ihe above 
address until 11:00 a.m. on the above dosing date. 
THI  POWER IS YOURS 
BChydro [] 
INV I  TA ' [  i 0 N '  TO.  ,T 'E  N D:~R 
Reference [Closing Date 
Description E704-02.01 30 January 2002 
Change 21 single phase poles, including changing 
11 transfom]ers, all associated anchoring and approx. 30 
spans of secondary buss with I/O open wire secondary and 
2ACSR neutral. 
Details available from the Terrace Office at 
5220 Keith Ave.Terrace BC V8G 4R5. 
Contact RG Bowles @ (250) 638-5612 or 
Fax (250) 638-5717. 
Sealed Tenders clearly marked with reference number will be 
received at the above address until I h00 am on the above 
closing date. 
THE POWER 
WWw-bchy drO'c°m • 
Province of British Columbia 
Min[sl P/of Hoallh and 
I~orr~eu MInls~ry Responsible for Seniors 
~UN I ¢~II DIVISION OF 
LOLUMBIA  VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the Director 
0f Vital Statistlce for a change of name, 
pursuant t0 the provisl0ns of Ihe 'Nam~ 
Act" by me: 
NAME OP APPLICANT IN FULL: 
Shay Norman Brochu 
ADDRESS: 3266 Kol0ed Dr. 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: VSG 3P7 
PHONE: 250.638-8620 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Brochu 
GIVEN NAMES: Shay Norman 
TO: 
SURNAME: Parnell 
GIVEN NAMES: Shay Norman 
DATED THIS gth DAY OF Jenuery, 
2002 AD. 
425  L IVESTOCK 
Under Warehouse 
Repairer's Lien Act, 
take notice that 
pursuant o 
Section 2 of the 
Repairer's Lien Act, 
a 1972 Citation 
Motor Home Vehicle 
Identification 
no. CPE372J155420 
will be sold by Karl 
Motz, Box 284, 
Terrace, B.C. 
IS YOURS 
BOhydro 
LOST AT Shames Mountain. 
Olympus 35ram camera with 
blue case. Sentimental gift, re- 
ward offered. Please call 250- 
632-3428 
Garvin Lee 
English 
October 2, 1948 - 
January 1, 2002 
Passed away suddenly 
in Terrace. Predeceased 
by his father, Walter 
English & grandparents. 
Loved and 
remembered by his 
mother, Eileen English; 
brother Ken (LouelI6) 
English; sister Lynn 
(Glen) Rae of Regina; 
and nieces and 
nephews. He will be 
greatly missed by his 
family and many friends. 
A service was held on 
Jenuary 5, 2002. 
For those wishing a 
contribution to a 
charity of your choice 
would be appreciated. 
Rest in peace, 
Garvin, 
~ ~  an £ovin 8 ~emory  of 
Hans Gunter tenardt 
~:~ December 23, 1921 -December 28, 2001 
Gunler {ape) Lenordl was a long time 
residenl of norlhern B.C. who passed 
away peacefully on December 28, 
2001 in Surrey B.C. He was born on 
:~ December 23, 1921 in Bremen, 
.... ~ :i~i~: Germany. 
~:::i~ Gunler left home at a young age, 
joined lhe German merchanl navy with 
lhe Hamburg.Amerika line and sailed 
around the world several times before the 
oulbreak o~ VVWIL Drafted inlo Ihe Kriegsmarine (German Navy) he sow 
action in Norway, the Crimean Peninsula, the Black Sea, the Baltic Sea 
and the Courland Peninsula. After/he war Gunter married Alwine (Ally} 
Reiners (December 29, i 9451, end was o member of Ihe harbour police 
in Bremen unlil immigrating toCanada in 1951. 
Gunter and A!ly moved all around Canada, including Ontario, 
Vancouver and Qualicum Beach, bul spent most of their years in norlhern 
BC where Gunler worked as a millwright for Columbia Cellulose, Alcan, 
P0hb [umber and Eurocan. 
After eliring from Eurocan, Gunter enjoyed himseff by gardening ceak- 
ng, and selling home made spice mixtures and condimenls at the Terrace 
Farmer's Markel. 
After Ally passed away In 1997, Gunter wenl to live with his daughter 
Cora in Surrey where he lived quietly until his passing on December 28, 
2001 (5 days after his 801h blrlhday). 
Gunter leaves behind his daughter Core Badr (Somir) son Ralph lenardl 
(Barb] and his grandchildren Sasha, Chelsea, Jared, Roscoe and Andrea. 
355  FURNITURE 
460EQU!PMENT I 
;. 360  GARAGE' : I :  
i SALES:  : : : i  
540  HELP ;  
WANTED " 
Barn February 18, 1918 
Passed Away: December 31,2001 
Earl was born is Swan River, Manitoba, but moved 
to B.C. in ] 922 and finally to Terrace in 1 946. 
Earl has now joined his loving 
~ ~ . wife Dorothy. 
/ K ! :~  Earl will be fondly remem- 
~ ~i:i:i~ bered by his: Step 
,~=.=,  ~ i  \ daughter Donna (AI) 
L I ~  ~- : i i :  I Hartford, stepsons 
': ~' ~iV I Richard (Sharon) Tallon, 
~ ~jLi !~ii] Larry (Lynda)Tallon and 
~ /  a lifetime of friends. Ear 
: is now being laid to rest, 
~. , .7  beside his dear wife 
Dorothy, in the Old 
Kitsumkalum cemetery in Terrace, B.C. 
Appreciation 
Our family would like to express their thanks to Dr. 
Brown, the staff at Terraceview Lodge & Yvonne 
Moen br  their many years of kindness and support 
and our appreciation to ever, ,one that has showed 
their kindness through, thouljht, deed or sup~rt  
and for your attendance at Earl's Funeral Servxe, 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 250-635-7649 
REPOSSESSION/BAILIFF SALE 
1995 Triple E Medallion Mobile Home 14x70, 2 bedroom 
plus addition, gas heat, large bathroom 
On pad in local park. Upon sale unit to be removed or 
new pad rental agreement negotlaled wilfl park operator. 
1997 Chevrolet Aslro van, Casse~, P/S, P/6 
1999 Dodge Caravan Grand, cassette, P/S, P/B 
1996 Dodge light Duly BR1500, Reg. Cab 4x4 
1998 Chevrolet Light Duly C/K1500, 4x4, cassetle, P/5, P/B 
1999 Chevrolet Aslro Van, P/S, P/B, casse~ 
t 998 Chewolet Malibu 4D Sedan, P/S, P/B, cassette 
For appointment, please contact Roger Smith 
NOTICE OF PRE-TRAIL CONFERENCE 
TO: BILL ZAZALAK JR: TAKE NOTICE that the hearing ot 
this application for Permanent Order of Guardianship of 
the child Carol Jazmin Fraser, born September 3, 1999, 
will be held in Brandon, Manitoba on Tuesday, January 
29, 2002 at 2:00 in the afternoon at the Court of Queen s 
Bench, Brandon Centre, 1104 Princess Avenue, Brandon, 
Manitoba; 
AND TAKE NOTICE if you fail to attend either in person or 
by counsel at the time and place above stated, such Order 
or Orders, as described in the said Application and as to 
the Court appears just, may be made in your absence. 
Please contact Child and Family Services of Western 
Manitoba, 800 McTovish Avenue, Brandon, Manitoba, 
RTA 7L4; phone (204) 726-6030. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked 02-005 Terrace Campus - Dormitories, 
Cafeteria, Portable, Annex Janitorial will be received up to 2 p.m. 
local time the twenly-second ay of February 2002 and those 
available at that time will be opened in public at: 
Northwest Communily College 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
Tendering documents may be obtained at the above address after 
9 a.m. on the twenty-first day of January 2002. T~nders must be 
filled on the forms provided, in sealed, clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Please direct all enquiries to: 
Northwest Commun!ly College 
Attn: Peter Crompton 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4X2 
Phone (250) 638-5406 
or Fax (250) 638-5446 
 NORTffWEST 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked 02-006 Terrace Campus Administration, 
Shops, Daycare and surrounding areas Janitorial will be received 
up to 2 p.m. local time the twenty-second day of February 2002 
and those available at that time will be opened in public at: 
Northwest Community College 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
Tendering documents may be obtained at the above address after 
9 a.m. on the twenty-first day of January 2002. Tenders must be 
filled on the forms provided, in sealed, clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Please direct all enquiries to: 
Northwest Community College 
Attn: Peter Crompton 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Terrace B.C. V8G 4X2 
Phone (250) 638-5406 
or Fax (250) 638-5446 
NOR'rEIWE  
LOST SOMETIME during 
the evening of Jan. 11, 
2001 - a pair of glasses. 
They have round frames 
and are partially shaded. 
Call 635-2197. 
~;ANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.40/min. Credit card bill- 
Ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.g9/min 
Website: www.discreettalk.com 
FRANK AMANTE trust fund. If 
you would like to make a dona- 
tion to help with medical ex- 
penses a trust fund has been 
set up at the Northern Savings 
Credit Union. Thank you for 
Y.our support. 
GET BACK on trackll Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home. you qualify. 1- 
877-987.1420 www.pioneer- 
west.cam Broker/lender fees 
may appM 
INTRODUCTIONS ARE you 
single? Visit the newest meet- 
Ing place: www.Dream- 
Mates.cam 
MYSTICAL CONNECTIONS 
expert and caring psychlcsl 
$2.g9/mln. 5am - 1am Pacific 
time. 1-900.677-5872 or 1-877. 
478-4410 for Visa/MC/18+ 
www.mystical-connections.com 
BC LIVESTOCK in Kamloops is 
having a complete cow herd 
dispersal sale for Hidden Mead- 
ow Ranch. Over 400 bred cows. 
Sale: Saturday, January 19, 
2002 at 12 noon. FMI Call 250- 
573-3939 
TWO USED beds for sale. One 
bed is a hospital bed was 
$4500 asking $450. Second 
bed has massage and lift. Was 
$2500, asking $600. Sedous in- 
quiries only. Call 250-635-3327 
GARAGE SALE Saturday 
January 19th. 8:00 - l:00pm. 
32" Hitachi rv  with stand 
$300.00, change table, dresser, 
bedroom dresser, mirror and 
household items. 4930 Scott 
Avenue. 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak pre-finished 
$2.00sqft: birch or maple un-fln- 
Ished $2.O0sqft: Cherry un- 
finished $2.99sqft: 6" or 8" 
rustic fir $.B0sqft: 5"wide maple 
$2.99sqft. oak/maple floating 
2.99sqft. tons morel 1-800-631. 
3342 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
Rep lace  Your  01d, Bor ing  F ix tures  Wi th  
A C lass ic ,  E legant  Dome L ight t  
25% OFF  
ALL INSTOCK DOME L IGHTS 
coJu  
to,.45o GREta AW., TERaACS. (=50)6se.o s5
45' VAN trailer suitable ~ruse 
as storage unit. Good condition. 
Cedified. $4000 obo. 250-635- 
7171 
8 HP, 26" Craftsman snowblow- 
er, heavy frame, 16" augers, re- 
built auger gearbox, new bush- 
ings, belts. Includes owner 
manual, tire chains. $425.00 
call 250-635-7483. 
ALDER FIREWOOD for sale 
caLL GLEN 250.638-0214 
DOUBLE KITCHEN sink, white 
composite, brita facet filter with 
refill, $75. Phone 250-638-0487 
after 4:00 pm. 
TOWS FLOORS Discount pric- 
es starting at $.99/sqft. Free de. 
livery, some conditions apply. 
Variety of finishes and colours. 
Laminate and hardwood avail- 
able. Phone/fax 250-635.0749 
Cell 250-638-7074 
"RECOGNIZED FOR Quality & 
Commitment" Kitchen Craft 
cabinetry, Craffiine countertops, 
Murphy wallbeds. Competitive 
prices. 10 year warranty pro- 
duct, free estimates & design. 
Phone 1-800-336-1639. Fax 1- 
888-553-2343. Visit website 
wWW.kitchensbc.com. Dealer 
opportunities available through- 
out BC. 
WANTED LODGEPOLE pine 
cants 4"X8" or 8"X8"; 3 1/2"X7" 
or 7"X7". Phone Tom 250-493- 
5151 ext. 11. 
Thunderbird Ranch & Farm 
equipment. Quality used sales 
& Iocators. Hauling available. 
Dave Cressan 250-567-2607, 6 
km Mapes Road, Vanderhoof, 
B.C. 
BLACK AND white pinto filly. 
Eight month old foxtrotter mor- 
gan cross. $1000. Half Arab 
mare In foal to Amazing Sultan 
$1200. 250-635-5910 
BULLS FOR sale 100 plus. 
Quality yearling Bulls. Hereford 
Red & Black Angus. Gelbvlehs 
and Umousin on test at Lazy B 
Ranch. Please call Charlle. 
250-690-7226 
HAY FOR sale. good quality, no 
rain. Square bale $4.00. 250- 
635-3380 
RED MULE Belgian X Quarter. 
4 years old. Hobbles, packs, 
rides. Has packed out moose, 
cariboo, deer, loads, trailers 
well. $5500. 1-604-856-5587 
After 6:00 pm. Dave. 
33 GALLON aquarium, with ca- 
binet, flourescent light canopy, 
gravel, filters, plants, etc. Five 
large parrot fish included. $500 
obo. 250-638-0985 Evenings, 
ask for Mark. 
FOR SALE: CKC Registered 
black labrador retreiver pups to 
approved homes only. $350.00. 
For more into call 250.635-3265 
FREE TO good home 2 male or 
2 female guinea pigs. Call 250- 
635-7484. 
ROTWEILLER PUPS ready 
January 16th. Good tempera- 
ment. $150 each to good 
homes only. 250-615-4756 
COMPLETE PACKAGE 1994 
Western star Detroit 470 Dou- 
ble lockers, 18 speed, 2000 
Anser single jeep. 1995 Peer- 
less pole trailer. 1980 Decap 
belly dump. Phone 250-692- 
7989 
APPLIANCE REPAIR business 
for sale. to enquire, please 
leave message at 250-845- 
7425. 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
ROBIN'S DONUTS and Dell 
Franchise for sale. Five years 
old, well established family 
business, located in KItimat, 
B.C. Good time to Invest. Call 
after 6:00 pm. 250-632-5779 
HOME WORKERS neededtll to 
assembling products, Mail- 
ing/Processing our clmulars, 
copy/maillng PC Disk Program.' 
No experience needed. Free 
Information send S.A.S.E. to 
Q.S.E. 117- 1057 Steeles Ave. 
W. Reference: 02, Toronto, On- 
tario, M2R 3X1 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
needs help. Bilinguals welcome. 
$500 - $1500 part time; $1500 * 
$5000/mo full time. 1-800-218- 
5086 or www.work4afuture.com 
NET UP to $2800 a month - no 
selling. Steady all cash busi- 
ness.secure. $9995 MIn. Invest- 
ment. Free Into pack. 1-800. 
321-6126 (24hrs) 
BUILDING, PROPERTY and 
some food service equipment. 
Located In a primary retail 
location downtown Stewart, 
B.C. All offers will be 
conslderedl For more into 
contact: Box 676, Stewart, B.C, 
VOT 1WO. 250.636-2383 or 
260-261-8248 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun. 
ICy to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down, You must 
have mln. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references, Tom or Andre, 
800-663-0099 
ATrENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training. Career 
counselling and job placement 
available. Call Harry 1.877-763- 
8040 to start your new career 
today. MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
flan Univemity Colle.qe. 
EXPERIENCED CARRIERS 
required to deliver phone books 
in your local area. Small car re- 
quired. Please leave message 
for Jim at 1-800-563-7669 box 
3. 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS 
WANTEDII Get paid to shop. 
Assignments available in Ter-. 
race. Apply online at 
www.spotcheckservices.com 
HELl*SKIING Lodge needs 
housekeepers, front desk and I Discovery Toys I 
serving staff. Fax resumes to i 
604-881-8330 Attention Carrie. | is looking for mom's and 
I educators tosell educating 
• . products. Low start up costs. For 
flee into. package, call 
Kalrlna 1-888-238-8697 
orthorn Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Sat., Jan ! 9 ....................................................... $85 
.INCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., Jan. 20 ....................................................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 (AREY BOGART, Instructor 
Jan. 21-Feb. 1 Feb. 18-March 1st .................... S659 
Adult Care c /w level 1 
March 4 {Monday) ............................................................ $95 
WHMI._._.__SS - Anytime via computer ................................... $50 
ARE YOU OVE_RR $S AND L_OO__KING FOR WO__RK? II 
Here s an opporluni ly to~ II • Gain computer knowledge . . . • Access information al~out the labour market 
• Learn how to access employment opportunities 
Network with employers 
: Develop an employment strateqy 
• Prepare an effc;ctive resume - -  
• Learn how to succeed in an interview 
Free! whenyou meet the requirements: 
• Age 55-65 
• Not collecting employment insurance earnings 
• Looking for work 
Dates: January 21 - June 7, 2002 
Call: InterConnect 
635-7995 
205-4650 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Z9 
(InterConnect is a program of Terrace & District 
Community.Services Society) 
Jcation & Human Resources 
Jan 22-31 .............. Tues/Thur ........................ 7 - I0  "pro 
The Art of Thai Cooking $80+gst 
Jan 26 ........................ Sat ............................. 12-5pm 
Baslc Rescuer CPR Level "C" $69 
Feb I ........................... Fri ................................ 9-4 pm 
Foodsafe Level 1 $99 
Feb I-2 .................... Frl/Sat .......................... 6-10/9-4 
Intro to Scanners $47 
Feb4 ......................... Man ............................ 7-10pro 
MS Word 2000 - Level I $169 
Feb 4-13 .............. Men~Wed ....................... 7-10pro 
Transportation of Dangerous Goods $75 
Feb 7 ......................... Thur .............................. 9-4 pm 
Cookln' Cajun $B0+gst 
Feb 9 .......................... Sat ............................. 12-5 prn 
Alrbrokes $199 
Feb 12-16 ............... Tues-$at ................ 6:30-10:30/8-4 
MS Access 2000 - Level I $169 
Feb 12-21 .............. Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10pro 
Internet/E-mail $89 
Feb 16 ....................... Sat ............................... 9-4 pm 
Intro to Northcoast Design $69+gst 
Feb 18-22 .......... MonAIVed/Frl ............ 6:30-9:30 pm 
 N EST 
~COMMUHITY  COLLICll 
Ph. 635-6511 
Fx. 658-5433 
lgowenenwcc.bc.ca 
The Nor th  West 's  la rgest  
t rave l  agency  company is expand ing l  
We need afull time travel consultant. The successful applicant must have: 
• Minimum 2years travel agency experience 
• Proven selling skills 
• Have a smart appearance and pleasant personality 
Bonus plan and extended dental nd health plan 
3 weeks vacation per year 
Faro trip opportunities 
Please foru~rd )vur resume, Inconfidence to:
Stephanie Uoyd-Jones i I 
Elan Travel, 4553 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC, VSG 1P7 
_ Fax: (250) 635-7695 * Emalh s.lloyd-iones@elan-travelxom 
SAAH STORES LTD. 
is now accepting applications for 
A.D.S.M.,  Store Manager  and Store 
Manager  Trainee Positions 
Responsibilities include: developing and 
maintaining effective and profitable sales practices, 
recruitment, scheduling, store presentation, 
coaching and training of staff through our Sales 
and Service Excellence Program. 
Qualifications: Retail Managerial or SupervisOry 
experience preferred, strong interpersonal skills, 
results oriented, effective coaching and 
organizational skills, a desire to achieve success 
within a team environment. 
MUST BE WILLING TO RELOCATE 
We offer good'working conditions and company 
benefits. Please forward in strict confidence your 
resume with salary expectations to: 
;-ssowoR-K:/ 
: I:::WANTED : SAAN STORE LTD. #108 4645 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5P9 
Attention: Thomas Ballinger 
This position is deemed confidential in mailers relating to 
Human Resources and Labour Relations and is therefore an 
excluded position. The successful applicant shall report 
directly to the Director of Human Resources and LaBour 
Relations. 
The successful candidate will be involved in all activities 
associated with Human Resources Planning and Labour 
Relations. 
Duties include but are not necessarily limited to the following: 
The successful candidate may be re.quired to atten;d 
activities of the Personnel committee. They shall assist in 
providing information leading to the formulation of 
props, sals and shall ailencl will:; the Management Team 
in Labour Contract negotiations, grievance discussions 
and settlements, arbitrations, mediation, or 
conciliation. 
The successful candidate will be responsible to initiate 
and maintain confidential data bases on all employees 
in relation to all aspects of Human Resources and 
labour Relations. 
Some travel may be required. 
Qualifications: computer experience in data entry and 
retrieval; a knowledge of Labour Relations 
issues and contract interpretation; office man- 
agement and procedures; OH&S,; WCB and 
• employee benefits. 
S~lary:-:. $45,000 to $50,000 per ann0m depending 
~ " , on ,qualifications. Tests relating to qualifica- 
tions and competency may be administered. 
Closing date for applications is 4:00 p.m., WEDNESDAY, 
JANUARY 23, 2002. Applications should include a complete 
resume and list references. Candidates will be subject to a 
Criminal Record Check. 
Donald E. MacPherson 
Director of Human Resources and Labour Relations 
School District 82 (Coast Mountain) 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
FAX: (250) 635-4287 
Email: dmacpherson@cmsd.bc.ca 
A Better Lifel Earn on-line 
income $2000 - $5000/rnonth. 
walkwithsuccess.com 
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN, 
Journeyman Technician re- 
qulred immediately at Chrysler. 
Experience an asset, excellent 
pay and benefits Including pen- 
sion. Call Jino Bruno at 250- 
374-4477 McAuliffe Dodge 
Chrysler Jeep. 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment available. Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-638- 
4013 
COASTAL BUS lines - Ter- 
race needs school bus drivers 
on a casual on call base. Mini- 
mum requirements are: Class 2 
with air, clean driver's abstract 
and the ability to pass a criminal 
records check. Applications can 
be picked up at 4904 Hwy west, 
Terrace. 
CUSTOMER SERVICE Admin- 
istrator. Trans Canada Credit, a 
subsidiary of Wells Fargo Fi- 
nancial, is a leading provider of 
consumer financing. Due to rna- 
temity leave of one of our team 
members, we have an imme- 
diate requirement for an upbeat, 
service oriented professional. 
This is a term position that may 
work into full time for the right 
person. You will provide 
prompt, courteous reception du- 
ties at our front counter or by 
phone. You will perform core 
branch administrative duties in- 
cluding cash handling, bank de- 
posits, general correspondence, 
control of delinquent accounts, 
and business development. You 
will require computer experi- 
ence, excellent organization, 
multi-tasking, and customer re- 
lation skills to meet daily dead- 
lines and business goals. 
Please forward resume to: Dar- 
ren M. Smith, Branch Manager, 
Trans Canada Credit Corpora- 
tion 4548 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1P8 
THE PARKSVILLE Qualicum 
Beach News has an immediate 
opening for a reporter. The 
Parksville Qualicurfi Beach 
News, a twice weekly product 
published Tuesdays as the 
News and Fridays as the News 
Weekender, is an award win- 
ning community newspaper with 
a service area of 50,000 and a 
circulation of 16,000. The suc- 
cessful applicant would be part 
of a five person newsroom, 
composed of an editor and four 
reporters. This individual would 
also be responsible for a beat 
that includes police, the Region- 
al District of Nanaimo, general 
news and entertainment, accu- 
rate, concise wiritng and strong 
photogra_ phy: skills are"~.l~antlal 
as, !S: .know!edge~ 0.f,~C .P.,,,',Style. 
Familiarity ~ with' Quark, Photo- 
shop and an eye for design are 
valuable assets. A reliable vehi- 
cle and your own camera are 
required. Apply in writing, with 
cover letter and clippings to: 
Jeff Vlrcoe, Editor, Parksville, 
B.C. V9P 2H2, Fax: 250, 248- 
4655. Email: edit@pbq.vlnews- 
.qroup.com 
TRUCK DRIVERS and pick a 
truck operators. Year round 
work. 780-525-2110 
Northwest Community College Invites applicants for a full-time 
Secretary to the Board of Governors to begin February.I, 2002, This 
posttlo.n reports through the President to the Board of Governors, and 
acts as first.line contact to the President's Office, and may also 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 16, 2002 - B7 
SKILLED OFFICE worker re- 
quired. Must have experience in 
accounting, production man- 
agement and purchasing. Send 
resume and references to: Sal- 
zen Log-tech Ltd. 1285 
Sprlnghill Rd., Parksville, B.C. 
V9P 2T2 
WAITRESS, BARMAIDS, 
cooks required for well estab- 
lished restaurants In Alberta. 
Hardworking and upbeat an as- 
set. Excellent advancement op. 
portunities and wages. Please 
call Chef Michael. 780-778- 
8600 
EXPERIENCED TOYOTA 
Technician required for busy 
dealership on Vancouver Is- 
land. Send resume to Strathco- 
na Toyota, 2785 Island High- 
way, Campbell River, B.C. V9W 
2H4. Attention Eldon Brown. 
EXPERIENCED PARTS person 
wanted for expanding auto 
parts store. Full time position in 
the heart of B.C's outdoors. Sal- 
ry negotiable with experience. 
Fax resume attention Manager 
250-692-7985 
SMALL ENGINE PARTS and 
Service Consultant/Inside 
Salesperson required in 
Vernon. Full time. Fax resume 
with cover letter to 1-250-545. 
7366 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN 
needs live-in housekeeper/care- 
giver, N/d, n/s, drivers license 
necessary, likes to travel, Tele- 
phone 250-842-5316 
ELECTRICIANS, 3RD and 4th 
year apprentices for immediate 
employment t'n Inuvik, NWT. 
Fax resume to 867-777-4469 or 
Call 867-777-2025. Room and 
board provided. Excellent re- 
numeration and hours. 
HELP WANTED 
We are looking for a full time employee to 
work in the Audio/Video Department and 
Cellular Department of our Keith Avenue store. 
The person that we are looking for will have 
a friendly outgoing personalib/and some 
experience in dealing with customers and staff. 
The individual should be interested in the 
Audio/Video industry. They will be required to 
work weekends. 
Basic computer skills would be an asset. 
Please drop your resume off at the Keith 
Avenue store or fax it to our head office at 
(2501 635-3491 
~ /  PO Box 237, N~wAiyansh, ec VOJ 1AO -- 
~ Phone: (250) 633-2292 Fax: (250) 633-2463 
JOB POSTING 
NISGA'A LANGUAGE INSTRUCTOR 
AND CURRICULUM FACILITATOR 
The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a Sociely (WWN) is accepting applications for a 
Nisga'a Language Instructor and Curriculum Facilitator. Under the direction of the 
Chief Executive Officer, the successful applicant will provide Nisga'a language 
instruction toundergraduate students, and will work with the WWN Curriculum 
Commiltee and Nisga'a Language Instructor in the development of Nisga'a 
language instructional maledals. 
Duties,' 
• Develop instructional matedals for the Nisge'a Language Program. 
, Teach Nisga'a Language according to course outlines provided. 
• Pursue research during the summer months. 
, Other duties as may be identified. 
Qualifications: 
, Provide vidence of university course work in curriculum development. 
, University degree or ability to demonstrate completion date of degree is an 
asset, 
• Fluent in Nisga'a oral and written language and knowledgeable 
in Nisga'a culture. 
• Nisga'a Language Teachers' Certificate or in the process of applying Ior one. 
• Residenl in the Nass Valley or willing to relocate to the Nags Valley. 
• Possess a valid BC Drivers'license. 
• Computer literacy required, 
The succassM applicant will work MI-time for a probationary term and may be 
appointed toa continuing contract will maintain confidentiaJity, and must be willing 
to travel as required, Salary is commensurate with education and expenance. 
Please submit your curdculum vilae, supporting documentation, a d at least wo 
(21 references to Deanna Nyce, Chief Executive Officer. 
Application Deadline: 4:00 pro, January 25, 2002 
Start Date: March I, 2002 
le .ac!  Eco~¢ 
Devt~om|. l  &u~rhy  
TERRACE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
Executive Dir tor 
The Executive Director wilt provide vision and leadership to TEDA 
in its role as the lead economic development organization in 
Terrace. 
Your key respansibilily will be to work with the Board of Directors 
to formulale, articulate and implement economic strategy. Wilh 
your exceptional interpersonal and public relations skills, you are 
more than ready to carry out business and marketing plans to 
encourage business investment, expansion , and retention. You 
have a proven abilily to work with business executives, labour 
leaders, government officials and the public. Entrepreneurial and 
innovative, you are excited about livlqg and working in Terrace. 
Qualifications 
Demonstrable leadership and team-buildlng skills 
Experience and education in Business or Public Admlnlstrotion, 
Economics, Urban Planning or a closely related field. 
Proven ability in strategic planning andimplementation 
Excellent oral and written communication skills 
• Strong organizational skills and ability to work on multiple 
projects 
* Relevant management experience 
Qualified candidates are encouraged to reply, in confidence, by 
January 31, 2002 to: 
TEDA Board of Directors 
Terr0ce Economic Development Authorily 
201-4621 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace BC V8G 1P9 
Email: teda@telus.net 
Fax: (250) 635-4152 
i 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Tele- 
phone Sales people. Monday to 
Friday 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
$9.00/hr. Call Bill 250-615-3271 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE im- 
mediatelyl Fort St. John, B.C. 
Journeyman sheet metal work- 
er. Journeyman natual gas 
service technician. Journeyman 
Plumber. Apprentice plumb- 
er/gas Journeyman positions 
$20/hr. Fax resume 250-785- 
9973 Call 250-785-7887 
WELCOME WAGON has open- 
ings for self-motivated commun- 
ity minded persons interested in 
working on a P/T basis in the 
Newcomers, Baby or Bridal pro- 
gram. If you have sales experi- 
ence and would like to have a 
home based business, this 
might be for you. Car and type- 
writer/computer required. Send 
resume to File #131, Terrace 
.Standard, 3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
WILL TUTOR math, physics, 
and engineering for grades 11 
and 12 and postsecondary. 
$15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
availnble immediately. On site 
management. 250-635-6929, 
250-635.5136 or 635-6428. 
3 BEDROOM apartment. 
Fridgo/stove, washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, walking distance 
from downtown. References, 
$330 security deposit required. 
No pets, Non-smokers pre- 
ferred, Available February 
1st/02. $660/mo. 250-635-5954 
6.PLEX UNIT, 2 1/2 bedrooms, 
1 1/2 baths, f/s, w/d, close to 
schools & hospital, Elect heat. 
No pets no parties. Refs req. 
$610/mo 250-635-4038 
CLEAN AN[/ QUIET 2 
bedroom apartment in Thornhill 
with a large yard. $475/mo plus 
utilities. Call 250-635-5912. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pod. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
: .... , ....... : PARK MANOR APTS. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 2 Bedroom Aport., 
Richard Thornton Construction. $600.00 month, includes 
Available for renovations, re- heat. Close fo swimming 
pairs or new construction. 25 pool & downtown. 
years experience.Call Richard No pets. 
250-638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. References required. 
Available for renovations, and Phone 635-3475 
new construction by hour or 
contract. Call Frank 250-635- FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
9403 apartment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
Problem With Dirt? fridge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleasell Available Ira- 
We can help mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
Home, O~ice, orJob-site FOR RENT in Thomhill a 2 
Floors and Windows tool bdrm apartment. $380/mo + DD 
For al_l your cleaning ne~s call $190 & utilities. F/s. No pets. 
~'/~y,~l',~/d/~l'/,~f Call 250-635-6651 
FOR RENT in Thomhill, one 
6" ,~,~-9~'8~ bedroom furnished apartment, 
Bonded and Insured single occupancy only. Refer- 
. ences required. No pets. $360 
+ $180 security deposit. Ph.: 
HOME IMPROVEMENTS Ex- 250-635-2065. 
perienced Carpenter available 
for concrete framing and siding LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
etc. General contracting and a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
building maintenance. For more hospital and bus routes. Onslte 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng into call home- 250-638-8210 
Cell- 250-638-2805 fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
please, $750/month. Call Betty 
LOOKING FOR work tara 618 250-635-6248 
Timberjack Feller Buncher 
Owner Operator. Years of ex- ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
parlance. All types of logging, and laundry facilities. New man- 
Contact Lenard 1-250-788- agement on site. No pets 
9556. please. 250-615-5441 
SMART PAINTING Experi- QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
enced painting contractor will close to town. Laundry facilities. 
paint fall and winter interior esi- Ref reqd.Available immediately. 
dential and commercial paint- 250-615-7665 or250-635-5653. 
ing. 10%.paint discount from SPACIOUS TWO bedroom 
supplier.'. "Se'hl0rs,/1'5% labour apartment, living room, kitcheff, 
d scounL Pro~fesslonal quality 'storage; laundry facilities, pal- 
work. Reasonable rates. Free vate deck, fenced, walking dis- 
estimates. References avail- tance to city center. Available 
able. Call Karl 250-615-0199 Feb 1st. References required. 
$575, call 250-635-4483 
Two bedroom apartment. Close 
to town. Hot water included. No 
pets $500 plus damage deposit. 
NEW APARTMENTS. One and Call 250-638-0404 
two bedroom apartments, close TWO BEDROOM economy 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- apartment on Braun's Island, 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and $400. Pets welcome. Call 250- 
storage room. Non smokers, no 635-9102. 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- WELL MAINTAINED ground 
2250or250-635-1622. level 2 bedroom apartment, 
NEWER QUIET, adult oriented, quiet area, close to downtown, 
2 bedroom apartment on top n°nsrn°klng'Fddge/st°ve'wash" 
floor. Close to downtown. Front erldryer,dlshwasher. $720/mo. 
and back porch, with open 250-847-5546 
vlews.Fridge/stove,washar-dry- 
or, dishwasher. Non-smoking. Summit  References required. Available oquare 
March 1st. $675/mo Phone ' '="  " -Anar tment  s 
250-635-6150 evenings or wee- 
kends 1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on • Quiet & Clean 
Lakelse Avenue. Utilities includ- • No Pets 
ed. $450/mo Phone 250-638- ° Ample Parklng 
1702 * Laundry Facilities 
1 BEDROOM basement suite, ° Close to Schools & 
clean and bright. All utilities In- Hospital 
cluded. No smoking/pets. Avail- ° On Bus Route 
able immediately. $400/mo. Call • Security Entrance 
250-638-1341 ° On site Building Manager 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On ° Basketball, Volleyball & 
site management. Ref reqd. Racquetball Courts 
250-635.6428 or 250-638.0015 • 24hr Video Surveillance 
or 250-615.0345 SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
2 BEDROOM apartment In Ask for Monlca Warner 
ThornhlU, $350/mo. l bedroorn Ca l l :  635-4478 
apartment in Thornhlll, 
$325/mo. References required. 
250-638-0438 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 
Available Immediately. No HUNTINGTON 
smoking, no pets, secured en- 
trance and recreation facilities APARTMENTS 
on site. References required. Taking Applications 
$500/ month plus security de- 
posit. Call 250-635-6824. Now 
2 BEDROOM ground level for 1 &2 
apartment. F/S, laundry faclll- Bedroom suites 
ties, no pets or parties. Ref re- , Clean, quiet ren0valed suites 
qulred. Available Immediately" 
Damage deposit. $500/mo in- °Ampleparklng 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
cludes hot water. 250-635- • Close to schools & downtown 
1126 • On bus route 
~ ~ " • Security entrance 
.." •On site management 
• No pets 
II APARTMENTS II •References requlred 
To view call 
IJ On&~:n°°a;  tmpef:'t I L  638"~748 
II I Secufily Entrance with II 
II Undercover Parking I I  
,11 &Elevator. - I I  
II I Laundryfacilitieson I1' 
,:11 _each or II BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 2 
II On BusRoute I I  bdrm close to amenities. II I . No.Pets "11 $575/mo. DD req. No pets. Call 
II I To Viewa Cleon &Quiet I I  250-635-6415 
I I  Buildingon Ihe Bench Ill ONE BEDROOM furnished, for 
I I  "a ' JO  O"  - ~a  l !  single person. No smoking or 
, , .  ,,,o,mon= o . .  o 
II vw, , ,  .,,,.~ ,w--~ i |  cluded. AIsoa 2 bedroom suite 
In Thomhlll. $400/month. 250. 
635.6992 
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i 608 BASEMENT/ .  
' : ' :SUITE- .... 
730 FOR SAI=E=BY ~ 
1 BEDROOM basement suite. 
No pets. Non-smokers. Refer- 
ences required. Close to hospi- 
tal. Phone 250 635-2896 
1 BEDROOM in-law suite. 
Quiet non-smoker,no pets, ref- 
erences and damage deposit 
required. $425/mo. All utilities 
included. (includes washer and 
dryer). 250-635-1355 636 HOUSES FOR 
%. . . • 
RENT: . .~. 
, " ,  . , '  . . ! .  
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home in Thornhill, F/s, w/d. cov- 
ered parking, ground entrance 
on quite street near golf course, 
utilities Included. No pets. N/s 
$525 plus damage deposit. 
Available February 1st. Phone 
250 635-5413 
1100 SQFT recently renovated 
one bedroom basement suite. 
F/s and laundry facilities 
available. No smoking. Avail, 
able immediately, $375/mo + 
utilities, Phone 250-635-0604 
2 BEDROOM basement suite 
available Jan 1st. Couple pre- 
ferred, close to downtown. Big 
backyard. Separate entrance. 
No pets. References required. 
$450/mo + security deposit. 
Call 250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
F/s, and laundry facilities. No 
pets. Covered carport, close to 
town. Available Jan 1/02. 
$550/mo. Call 250-635-2921. 
3 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
ite. Fridge and stove, close to 
town. No pets. References re- 
quired. Call 250-766-3809. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
for a single working person(s). 
A bright, clean two bedroom su- 
ite. No smoking, pets or parties. 
Call 250-615-0131 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 
one bedroom basement suite. 
F/s, utilities included. DD and 
ref req. $500/mo. Call after 6pro 
or weekends. 250-638-8010 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 15TH. 
Two bedroom bachelor 
suite. Lots of light, w/d 
access. No smoking, no 
pets, no partiesl Good 
references a must. 
$450/m0. Appt to view 
call 250-635-3789 Prefer 
students. 
SWEET SUITE for rent. Unfur- 
nished except for fridge and 
stove. One bedroom quiet 
street. Suitable for independent 
individual. Call Terri at 250-635- 
5081. 
FOR SINGLE person one bed- 
room basement suite. Close to 
town, no pets, no smokers. 
250-635-5893 or 250-638-2098. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in good condition. $550/mo 
includes all utilities. Available 
immediately. Call 250-638-8544 
or 250-615-7734 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Available Feb 1st. Fridge 
and stove included. Recently 
renovated. $400/mo. 250-638- 
8544 
715. COMMERCIAL  
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Horsheshoe. Comes with 
fridge, stove, washer/dryer. 
Non-smoking, quiet, working 
person only. References 
please. $550/mo Includes utili- 
ties. 250-635-4672 
:: , i: : :890 : .: : 
~ SNOWMOBILES  TWO BEDROOM ground level 
suite. Private driveway and en- 
trance. Close to schools and 
hospital, No pets, no smoking. 
$550/mo. Call 250-638-1028. 640 MISC, FOR: i 
- :  :- ~ ' i : - : :  " " : 
FIVE BEDROOMS, 2 baths, 2 
fireplaces, double garage. For 
rent/sale or trade for house in 
Prince George. $980/month or 
$135,000. Call 250-962-6221 
THREE BEDROOM townhouse 
with basement. Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. No pets, 
and references required. Rent 
to own or rent. call 250- 638- 
7140 after 4:30 p.m. or 250- 
632-5918. 
SMALL DOWNTOWN office for 
rent. No lease required. 
$250/mo. Utilities included. Call 
250-638-7794. 
IMPORTS 
2 BEDROOM condo. F/s, w/d, 
one block to town. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
2 BEDROOM double wide on  
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Ffldge/Stove, washer/dryer. 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references. Call 250-638-8639. 
TWO AND three bedroom 
rental/purchases available. 
$600/mo. Call 250-635-2126 
TWO BEDROOM apartment. 
800sq ft, upgraded with balco- 
ny. No pots. For rent to own or 
rent $500/mo. References re- 
quired. 250.635-0662 
ONE BEDROOM cabin in quiet 
neighbourhood. On-site manes. 
er $375/mo. $200 security de- 
posit, utilities included plus ex- 
tras. Phone 250-635-3492 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, 
ground level, utilities, cable, gas 
fireplace. Washer and dryer, 
storage shed Ave lab e January 
1, 2002, Located in upper 
Thomhill. Call 250-635.3756 
ONE BEDBOOM house: 
$400/mo. Pets allowed. Smok- 
ing OK. 250-635-3409 or 260- 
635-5981 . . . . . .  
TWO BEDROOM duplex on qu- 
let street In Thornhill. Comes 
with w/d and is close to bus re- 
ute and schools. Available Im- 
mediately, $500/mo plus dam- 
a.qe deposit. Call 250-638-8503. 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. Clean 
and bright. Fridge and stove, 
washer and dryer. No pets ref- 
erences required. Call 250-635- 
3796. 
COZY TWO bedroom house in 
ThomhilI.Available immediately, 
rent is $400 per month + 
utilities. Call 250-635-9676 for 
more information. 
FOR RENT immediately. Small 
2 bdrm bungalow @ Lakelse 
Lake. $600/mo, 5 appliances, 
dd required and references. 
Pay your own utilities; Call 250- 
635-7519 and leave message 
for appointment to view. 
TWO BEDROOM house on one 
acre, close to Uplands School. 
$600/mo. Working person only. 
Damage deposit required. 
Available January 15102. 250- 
635-1251or 250-635-7583 
TWO BEDROOM log house, 
private entrance, parking for 
two. $610/mo, fridge and stove 
included. No pets. Downtown 
location. To view 250-638-0790 
VERY SPACIOUS 4 bedroom 
duplex, located in upper 
Thornhill. $800/mo. Available 
January 1st, 2002. Call 250- 
638-0410 
VICTORIA COURT 2 bdrm con- 
do, 1 bathroom, 5 appliances, 
big storage room, and security 
doors. No pets. Available Feb 1. 
Ref req. Phone 250-635-3371 
SMALL 2 bdrm duplex in 
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, f/s. 
No pets. $375.mo references 
required. 250-638-7727 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom unit in 
4-plex. Available Jan 1st. Walk- 
ing distance to downtown. 
Working couple preferred. 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets. $695/mo + 
security deposit. References re- 
quired. Call 250-635-6824 
TAKING APPLICATIONS: 
Available immediately in south- 
side Terrace. Newer 2 bedroom 
1 BEDROOM upper suite in 
the Horseshoe. Good condition, 
heat and hydro included. Good 
references needed. $475/mo. 
Call 250-638-8639. 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
north of Terrace. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. Damage deposit 
and references required. 
$500/mo, 250-635.2898 or 250- 
638-1212 
2 BEDROOM older duplex, wal- 
king distance to center of town, 
comes with f/s, has a fenced 
yard. Quiet tenants a musL One 
rot req. Available immediately. 
$500/mo. Phone 250-635-9039 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse In 4- 
quired.250.635-3796. 
3 BEDROOM rental unit avail- 
able Immedialely, 2002. Refer' 
quired, Close to schools. 250- 
635-2932 
3 bdrm very clean 14 x 70mo- 
bile home on private lot in  
Thornhill. Close to school, low 
heating costs, references re- 
quired. $650/mo; Call 250-635- 
6128. * 
3 BEDROOM house, w/d, f/s, 1 
1/2 baths. 4725 Straume Ave. 
Close to schools and town. 250- 
635-4570 
3 BEDROOM main floor of 
home. Newly renovated in ex- 
cellent condition. No smoking 
and no pets. Available now. 
5035 Medeek. Damage deposit 
required. Please contact 250- 
635-8685 or 250-624-6275 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathrooms. 
1780 sq ft ranch style house on 
1/2 acre. Washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove, dishwasher includ- 
ed. Available Feb 1/02. 
$825/mo. References and 
damage deposit required. 250- 
635-3992. 
4 BEDROOM house, 3 baths, 
double garage on bench in 
Thornhill. $900/mo plus deposit. 
Available February 1/02. Call 
collect 250-769-4360 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex 
In Terrace. N/G heat, W/D in- 
cluded. No parties, no smoking. 
Written references and deposit 
req. Phone 250-798-9554. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share large house 5 minutes 
from town. $350/mo. Call 250. 
635-2793 
FIND B&B's online. Visit 
www.mondaytourism.com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically. For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism @ monday.cam 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 min 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
ished daylight basement. To 
view call 250-635-3614. 
• : . :  i ' : . .  , '  
FULLY FENCED 1400 sqft. V~ NO?]  
mobile w/addition on 1/3 acre. Bank sat.3 / y# t :HRVSLE!  I 
 W eSsaY [ 4916H, W.16 West 635.7187 
heated ga- 1-800-313-7187 OLR, 5958 
All Credit Applications Accepted. / www.terraceautomall.com 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential / 
Copper River Estates. 3-4 bed- 
rooms. 1 1/2 baths, dining 
room, family room, 5 applianc- 
es. Insulated 
rage/workshop. Separate car- 
port, horseshoe pit, gardens 
greenhouse, storage sheds and [ • NoJ.lassles I ngn l . r . . r - r  [] 
roan for RV parking. $92,000. l or Embarrassment ~.~,,~ I i, nnr t loL r - i  • [ ]  
250-638-1707 • YES to poor credit ,to i~r~f~i,~ . . . . .  
or no credit. ~'~..~..jr/p,;!~ 
888"921"CRz 'D I I~!  , ' ~ ' ~  4x4, V8,AU,O, Air, Cruise, Tilt 3bedroom bungalow with 2.5 "Must have job:. ~ : ~ ,  
baths.Family home with fully fin- you wo,kyou o,~e, ~ : $29,995 II 
GREAT HORSESHOEIocation. [ 2001 Dodge Quad Cab 
plex. Clean, quiet. Frldge/ dos'& chalets, h0t tubs, saunas 
stove; No:pets: references re- & jacuz:,is: Ski in/out or 10 rain 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free with adult full 
price ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
ences and damage deposit re- get 1st night freel Some restric- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able; 1-800-585-8834. www.to- 
. . . . . . . .  pofthemountain.ca, emaih sun- 
peaks@direct.ca 
SKI SUN peaks resort BC Visit 12' wide mobile home. 2 & 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.com or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-578- 
8369. Hotels, condos & chalets. 
Ski in/out, hot tubs. Great Ac- [ BC News 
eommodatton. Great rates. 
Great Service 
- - - '~ l to r~mes 
STARRESORT.INT. WE buy & / l r l r  | amel Homes Ltd. in 
sell timeshares, www.starre. 
sort.net. 1-800-985-4395 ]~ ' t l  Williams Lake 
I !1 .JL congratulates the 
Williams Lake Canadian 
Mental Health Association on 
their purchase of an S.R.I. 
Home, which will be part of a 
LOOKING TO rent or lease Federal/BC housing deal to 
larger house in Terrace prefer- help seniors and people with 
ably on the bench and with special needs. Hamel Homes 
some privacy. Please call 250- is a 32 year young family 
635-8892 
business, authorized dealer for 
the Winfield Home System 
Manufacturing plant in 
Winfield, BC. 
NORTH OKANAGAN Gravel Ph:  (250) 392-7135 
Pit (Falkland) 22 acres on Hwy. L . _ . , -~N~ | 
97 asking $174,000. adj proper- 
ty for sale as well. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, house at 
3644 Cottonwood in Thornhili. 
Fresh paint. No smoking. 
$680/mo. No smoking 250- 
638-8639 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 
apartments in downtown Ter- 
race area. Total cost including 
everything except cable and 
telephone $500 per month. 2 
houses for rent. One is on 
bench area of Terrace and 
other in a rural area of Terrace. 
Please phone 250-635-9333 for 
details. 
FOR RENT in Thornhill small, 
well maintained 2 bedroom 
house suitable for 2 people. F/s 
and dryer. No parties, no pets. 
Heat included $575/mo + secur- 
ity deposit. Call after 5pro or 
leave a message at 250-635- 
7467 
RENTTO own, 1997 mobile in 
Thornhill, 2 bdrm one bath, 
duplex. F/s, w/d, shed. Looking move in right awayl Call 250- 
for clean, quiet, responsible '638-1182. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@ass.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
person(s) only. No pets, parties, 
smoking. References required. 
Rent $700. DD $350. Call 250- 
635-2769 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex. Fridge and stove, 
washer and dryer, no pets, 
working person. $850/mo plus 
damage deposit. Available Feb 
1st. 250-638-1094 
ROSSWOOD COMMUNITY 
Hall and Ground 
Rentals...Available hOWl Call 
250-635-8806 to reserve. Leave 
a messa.qe for SCaLy or Paul. 
Available Feb 1st. Three bed- 
room double wide trailer. N/g 
heat, and hot water, f/s. Fenced 
yard. Carport/shop in Copper 
River Estates. Asking $625/mo. 
After 5 pro. 250-635-2513. 
RECONDITIONED OLDER 
two bedroom trailer with large 
lot, pets welcome. $ 600/me. in- 
cludes heat. Call 250-635-3228. 
2 AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes. Newly renovated and in 
very clean condition. Available 
immediately. 250-638-1885 
2 BEDROOM trailer on a pri- 
vate lot In Thornhill, $450/mo. 
2/3 bedrrom trailer in town, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
$500/mo. References required, 
250-638-0438 
2&3 BEDROOM mobile home 
In quiet park . Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, fenced yard. 
$500/month. Available imme- 
diately. 250-635-2126. 
All Inclusive 
Reasonable Rates 
2400 Sq, Ft. 
Tel (250) 635-5213 
ALMARUN BUILDING 
2 BEDROOM duplex, just paint- 
ed, large yard, garden area, 
pets ok. $550 + rid. Available 
Immediately. Call 250-635-5678 
3 BEDROOM mobile home on 
private lot. Close to schools in 
Thornhlll, f/s, w/d, $510/mo. 
Two bedroom newly renovated 
duplex in Thornhifl with electric 
heat. $420/mo. One bedroom 
house In Thornhill with electric 
heat, $395/mo. No pets. Call 
250-635-9530. 
2 BEDROOM bungalow. F/s. 
Nalual gas fireplace in Pine 
Park. Very clean. Phone 250- 
635-9416 ' 
MUST SELL 2404-A Craig 
Drive. 16006qft. 3 bedrooms 
and loft. Large kitchen with oak 
cabinets and eating bar. 5 years 
old. Asking $122,000. Call 250- 
638-8650 
3 BEDROOM full basement 
home. Close to schools on the 
bench. Asking $119,950. Call 
250-635-7795. 
3 
bedroom, in quiet park. 
$8,000.00 firm 250-635-2126 
Orchard/Oyama 12 acres (west- 5' i n c e 1 9 59 
ernly lakeview exposure) 7 acr- 1662 South Broadway, 
es are newly planted fruit trees, Next to Regency Auto 
remaining land undeveloped, all Williams Lake, BC V2G 2W4 
fenced and irrigated. Producing Ph: 392-7135 - Fax: 392-7136 
some Income. Asking $365,000. Toll Free: 1-877.392.2288 
Contact BEA at Royal Lepage i)eater8437 
250-545-5371 www.beasch- 
midt.ca 1973 MOBILE trailer. 4 bed- 
rooms, fenced yard, covered 
carport. F/s, w.w. carpets. In 
PROPERTY ~ Skeena Valley Trailer Court. 
• • .  $28,000 or $3000,00 down 
REVENUE PROPERTY FOR and take over payments. 250- 
SALE. One house with 5 small 546-8377 or 250-635-5897 ask 
bedrooms and 6 one bedroom for Marion 
bungalows. Excellent location in 1981 14X70 MenLo 3 bedroom, 
Thornhill. $255,000. abe. Seri- recent renovations, good condi- 
ous inquiries only. Phone 250- tion. Located in a quiet trailer 
635-2319 court in town. Asking $22,000. 
730 FOR SALE:BY  Possible financing available. 
250-638-1396 or 250-615-8281 
OWNER:  : :* 
• .: : . :  i :: : 
14005Q FT Rancher with wood 
and gas heat. Fenced yard with 
large deck and shed. Close to 
city centre. Very clean. Was 
$110,000. Reduced to $89,000. 
Phone 250-635-4162 
THREE BEDROOM house for 
sale on bench, asking 
$138,000. Call 250-638-8444. 
CUTE & COZY Two bedroom 
home at 4608 Scott Ave. Com- 
pletely updated, Living room & 
bedrooms have wood floors. 
Backyard is fenced, complete 
with storage shed. Perfect for a 
first time buyer. $79,000. 250- 
638-7688 or www3.telus.net/ 
lanes/house 
1989 GMC Sierra SLE with ca- 
nopy, excellent condition, must 
see, asking $5500.00, call 250- 
635-6791. 
2001 ESCAPE XLT (SUV) 4X4 
loaded, 15,000km. Priced for 
quick sale. $19,900. Call Leon 
at 250-692-3375 
VV~III5 fO  
buy your 
"QUAM11 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
,, price, call 
us first. 
TOTEM FORD 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses I 
Family Oriented Development I 
Off Street Parking I 
Washer / Dryer Hookups I 
Security Deposit Requir~l I 
No Pets * References Required I
635-1996 
or pick up on application at
4616 Haugland Avenue 
belween 1:00 p.m. & 5:00 p.m. 
Monday fo Friday. 
2000 GMC K1500 1997 Volks Jetta 
NOW $25,995 $15,995 
2000 Honda Civic Hatch 1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 
$16,995 w/Plow 
$16,995 
2000 Chrysler Cirrus 1994 Chav Cavalier 
$17,995 $,%995 
2000 Honda $17,495 Civic SE 1994 ~ ~ u p e  
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 1993 eulck Century Custom 
$19,995 $10,995 
. . . . . . .  1992 Mazda MX3 Precedla 
1999 i'0ntlac transport momana wAs$8,995 NOW $6,995 
$23,995 1992 Toyota Camry 
VERY CLEAN 2 bedroom trail- 
er in Thornhill. F/s, w/d, and ng 
heat. $550/mo. $275 damage 
deposit and references re- 
quired. No pets 250-635-2946. 
1999 Honda Civic $10,995 
$15,995 1992 Toyota 4 Runner 
1999 Honda CRV , $13,995 
$19,995 1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
1998 Neon $8,985 
$13,995 1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton Silverado 
WAS $21,995 NOW $25,995 1990 VoIks Jetta 
$6,985 
1997 Chev 314 Ton 4x4 1989 Ford Aerostar 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 $4,995 
1997 Honda Civic EX 1984 Toyota LE Van 
$15,995 $1,995 
Terrace..)) Honda 
4838 Hwy 16 W (250)638-e171 
e, .92 J ,.eoo..s-l.o 
www.bchondo.com i 
WANTED ONE fun-loving, 
easy-going roommate to share 
house with two people. Prefer 
student or employed person. 
$350 includes utilities. Call 250- 
635-8832 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
1980 CHEV 1 ton with 2 yard 6cyl.,5Spd, Hardt0p&Softtop, 
gravel box. 350 engine, 4 spd 0nly 15,000 km. 
with heavy hitch and trailer NOW ONLY $22,995 
brake. $4800. 250-635-5964 
'98 Dodge Neon 
Welding Truck 4 cyl.,Auto, AIr& More 
For Sale NOWONLY $12,995 
1986 Ford F-350 welding truck ' '98 Dodge Ram 
with Thermo King comFmrtments 1500 Quad Cab 
and Miller eig 40 gas welder. 
For more into., contact Wade at 4x4, Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
( '~50)  635-5449 Cruise, Tilt, Power Wind0ws, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
i : '98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
EXPERINCED MOTHER of 2 4 Or.,4x4, 6 Cyl.,Alr 
willing to babysit in my home in NOW ONLY $18,995 
Thornhfll. After school, evenings '97 Plymouth Breeze 
and weekends. Call 250-635- 
6779. NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
FREE AFTER-school childcare NOW ONLY $12,995 
available. ($5.00/day paid by '98 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
FAP) AGAR CH ILDCARE Auto, 4 Or., 4x4, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
currently has 2 school-age Windows, Locks 
spaces available. The centre is was S2t.996 
part of the "Funding Assistance NOW ONLY $19,995 
Program." The FAP will pay the 
centre $5.00 per day per child '96 Dodge Caravan ES 
in childcare costs. This savings V6, Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
applies to everyone, there are Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
no qualifications. Subsidy is Locks, Tinted Glass 
also available for qualified NOW ONLY $14,995 
families. Pickup or dropoff to 
southside schools is available. =94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
For quality, licenced out-of- V6,Aut0,Air, C uise, Tilt, Power 
school childcare please call Windows, Power Locks & More 
250-635-1366 NOW ONLY $10,995 
JUST KIDDIN Preschool has m . . . .  =,,- 
FORD openings for the 2002 pre- [ ]  [ ]  
school semester with our comp- 
etitve prices and large indoor '99 Ford F150XLT 
playground. We guarantee nd- 4x4, XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, 
less adventures in learning and Power Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
fun for your child. We also offer NOW ONLY $26,995 
drop-ins. For more into please 
call Just Kiddin at 250-638- '97 Ford F250 Xcab 
1383 Diesel, 4x4, Auto, Air, Cruise, 
r Looking for Tilt, Wind0ws/Locks & More 
$24,995 
Child Care? '97 Ford F150 Xcab 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 4x4, V8, Auto, 4x4, NC 
Referral has information o  NOW ONLY $17,995 
child care options and on 
choosing child care, =96 Ford Crown Victoria 
Drop by The Family Place 4 Dr., V8, Auto, Loaded 
at 4553 Park Ave. NOW ONLY $14,995 
or call 638-1113. '93 Ford Escort wagon 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the Automatic 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social $5,995 
~%Devel0pment andEconomic Secud~ 
E ,,;Ni;S 
MARI NE:I 
YZ 250 
2002 
IN STOCK 
1988 Yamaha 
Exciter. 
'1,995.00 
1999 Polaris RMK 
700 
$6,500.00 
1991 CBR 600 l 
F2 Street Bike 
'3,995.00 
2000 GMC 2500 Xcab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt 
$31,995 
2000 Pontiac GL Pdx 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
CD, Keyless & More 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, "flit, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'95 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 Cyl., Auto 
NOW ONLY $7,495 
'95 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Tilt, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 Cyl., Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
Auto, Air Conditioning, 
CD & More 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
98 Ray 4 
4 Door, 4x4, Tilt, 5 Spd, 
AM/FM, Cassette & CD 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'07 Ray 4 
4 Door, Tilt, 5 Spd., 
AM/FM, Cassette & CD 
Was $17,995 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
1996 Subaru Outback 
NC, Tilt, Cruise, Pwr. 
indows/Locks, AM/FM Cassette 
$19,995 
'94 Toyota Camry LE 
4 d0or, Aut0, Air & More 
Was $16,995 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7z87 
1-800-313-7187 DOt, 5958 
www,terraceautomall,¢om 
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